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ABSTRACT
Interest in biorenewable alternatives to existing petrochemicals has lead to increased 
interest in catalytic means of upgrading sugar-derived molecules into useful commodities. 
While some biorenewable chemicals aim to break into the existing market as a new product 
(polylactic acid, or PLA, is one example), there is also interest in developing catalytic routes 
to existing commodities. In order to do this, a “catalytic toolbox” will need to be developed, 
which can enable a chemical engineer to rationally design a catalytic upgrading pathway 
from a given starting molecule to a desired end product. While the petrochemical industry 
dealt primarily in carbon and hydrogen, biorenewables deals in carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen, and requires a new suite of catalysts to handle selective oxygen removal.
Polyols are a particular class of compounds which consist of a carbon backbone and 
multiple hydroxyl groups. Most polyols are derived from biorenewable sources, ranging from 
glycerol, which comes from triglycerides, up to 6-carbon sugar alcoohols. Selective removal 
of these hydroxyl groups is desired, either in the form of eliminating undesired hydroxyls in 
order to end at a linear molecule (such as 1,6-hexanediol), or in the form of selectively 
forming a ring structure by converting to hydroxyl groups on a polyol to a cyclic ether (such 
as the conversion of sorbitol to isosorbide). Both types of reactions are called dehydration 
reactions, as they lead to the removal of water. Since most polyols can undergo either 
reaction, and since either reaction may be desired for a given polyol in order to reach 
different products from the same reagent, an understanding of selective dehydration in either 
direction is necessary. 
The current work focuses on discovering the catalytic properties needed to selectively 
dehydrate triols (polyols with three hydroxyl groups) into linear or ring dioxygenates. The 
xii
major variables investigated in the current work include the dehydration reaction conditions, 
catalyst acid stength, catalyst deactivation, and the modification of acid catalysts with metals. 
From these tests, a tradeoff between ring/linear selectivity and selectivity to dioxygenates 
and mono-oxygenates was found, as pyran-selective systems tended to remain as 
dioxygenates, while linear-selective systems were more likely to continue dehydrating to 
mono-oxygenates. However, there were cases found in which 1,2,6-hexanetriol was up to 
50% selective toward linear products instead of a more typical 25% selectivity, with little 
mono-oxygenate production. In these cases, the key was to modify a given catalyst's acid site 
distribution, either by deactivating the catalyst or by modifying the catalyst with added 
metals.
1CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Polyols as biorenewable platform chemicals
Interest in alternatives to oil and particularly fossil carbon has been growing for more 
than a decade, with concerns over greenhouse gas emissions and oil scarcity being the 
primary drivers of research into alternatives. Fuels are of interest due to their large 
percentage of oil usage, however,  the higher value of chemicals relative to fuels makes them 
an attractive area for investment and research despite representing only a small amount of oil 
consumption. One may also speculate that research performed on chemicals first may in turn 
lead to valuable contributions to the area of fuels, as the technologies developed become less 
expensive, and as fossil carbon becomes more scarce and more expensive.
Biorenewable chemistry brings new challenges for the chemical engineer, as the 
primary biorenewable feedstocks contain oxygen in addition to the hydrogen and carbon 
found in petrochemicals. The traditional challenge of producing commodity chemicals came 
from adding functionality to hydrocarbons, whereas biorenewables bring a new challenge of 
selectively removing functionality from sugars, acids, and polyols.1 Figure 1.1 illustrates this 
new catalytic paradigm; conventional petrochemicals contain two or fewer oxygenated 
carbons, but biorenewable compounds are rich in oxygen. Though this new catalytic 
paradigm does bring new challenges, it also offers attractive alternatives for the production of 
commodity chemicals. For example, 6-carbon oxygenates such as 1,6-hexanediol and 
caprolactone are currently produced from fossil-derived benzene, and the aromatic 
hydrogenation and oxidation steps needed to form these products are difficult.2 The 
biorenewable route, which can produce the same molecules by hydrogenating and 
2dehydrating hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF) as shown in Figure 1.3, would give the 
advantage of being a more sustainable and potentially easier route to these chemicals.
In addition to the replacement of known commodities, research into selective oxygen 
removal from biorenewable molecules has also led to the development of new molecules of 
economic interest. In the area of selective dehydration, molecules such as sorbitol can 
undergo selective dehydration to form the double-ring isosorbide, an alternative to bisphenol-
A.3,4 Glycerol and 1,2,6-hexanetriol can undergo selective dehydration by forming linear 
products such as acrolein and 1,6-hexanediol, respectively.5,6 Further advancement will 
require understanding of selective conversion to either linear or ring structures, in the context 
of dehydrating polyols with a relatively large number of hydroxyl groups. From this 
understanding a “catalytic toolbox” can be constructed, which would permit rational design 
of catalysts for dehydration of polyols to a variety of target products.
Figure 1.1: Biorenewable molecules (right) require a new catalytic paradigm
versus conventional hydrocarbons (left) for conversion to commodity chemicals.
Addition of 
functionality
Removal of 
functionality
Convention
al Paradigm
Biorenewable 
Paradigm
3Major parameters in the selective dehydration of polyols
Before one can talk in detail about selective dehydration of polyols, it is first worth 
noting that multiple parameters of selectivity exist, and the control of each parameter permits 
one to drive the dehydration reaction to a variety of useful products from the same starting 
molecule. To begin, it is possible with conventional catalysts for non-dehydration reactions 
to occur in tandem with the dehydration reaction itself. An example would be the 
dehydration and carbon-carbon hydrogenolysis of xylitol to produce glycols.7 Once the 
dehydration reaction is isolated from other types of reactions, however, three further 
parameters for selectivity remain. The next parameter is the extent of oxygen removal from a 
polyol. At the furthest extreme, one can remove all hydroxyl groups from a polyol and be left 
with a hydrocarbon, with aqueous phase reforming of sugars and polyols to fuels being an 
example. 2 On the other end of the spectrum, many reactions require the removal of just one 
hydroxyl group without changing the remaining group or groups on a polyol. Examples 
include the selective dehydration of butanediols to allylic alcohols.8,9 After the extent of 
oxygen removal, the next parameter is selectivity toward removing a particular hydroxyl 
group. Most sources in the literature point to using acid catalysts to carry out dehydration, 
and it is commonly known that acid-catalyzed elimination tends to favor removal of 
functional groups from carbons that permit a more stable carbocation. In the polyol context, 
this means that hydroxyl groups on tertiary carbons will dehydrate first, followed by 
secondary, and finally primary. When one merely needs to selectively remove a secondary 
hydroxyl group while leaving a primary hydroxyl group alone the reaction is straightforward. 
However, in the case of higher polyols like sorbitol, selective dehydration of specific 
secondary hydroxyl groups can be problematic.4 The final parameter for selective 
4dehydration is specifically concerned with higher-complexity polyols, namely diols, triols, 
and higher polyols. During the dehydration reaction, one can observe both an elimination 
reaction and a ring-closing reaction, with the latter involving an interaction between two 
hydroxyl groups.10 Depending on the starting molecule, either reaction may be desired.
The background literature and the current work seek to understand and manipulate all 
of the aforementioned parameters of dehydration selectivity in order to produce both existing 
commodity chemicals, and novel compounds of industrial interest.
Dehydration of polyols
Dehydration chemistry/acid catalysis
Acid-catalyzed dehydration is a well known concept in solution chemistry, in which 
an alcohol is protonated by a Bronsted acid, which in turn sets off a cascade of events as 
shown in Figure 1.2. The carbocation intermediate is the primary driver of the activity and 
selectivity of the reaction, and the rules of dehydration in the context of a mono-alcohol are 
well established. Namely, that tertiary alcohols will dehydrate most readily, followed by 
secondary alcohols, and finally primary alcohols are the least active due to the highly 
unstable primary cation.
Figure 1.2: Example of a Bronsted-catalyzed dehydration reaction
5In addition to the Bronsted mechanism, Lewis mechanisms for dehydration have also 
been proposed, particularly over heterogeneous acid catalysts. The mechanism is generally 
described in the manner of Figure 1.3, in which hydroxyl groups interact with the metal ions 
on the catalyst surface.11 Under this catalytic regime, selectivity effects and mechanisms are 
not as well known. Activity and selectivity will be driven by both steric effects and the ease 
of forming an alkoxide. This alternative dehydration route is occasionally distinct and may be 
necessary in specific catalytic contexts, with active study being performed for the role of 
Lewis acidity in the isomerization of glucose to fructose.12
Figure 1.3: Example of a Lewis acid-catalyzed reaction, with an alkoxide intermediate
 Using these rules alone, one would presume that selective removal of secondary 
alcohols from polyols would be a straightforward issue. However, the introduction of 
additional hydroxyl groups also brings in new effects that need to be understood and 
countered. In particular, diols that are 1,4-, 1,5-, or 1,6- to each other tend to form into rings 
so as to stabilize the acid cation that would form otherwise. This phenomenon has been 
shown for m-erythritol,13 1,2,6-hexanetriol,6 and 1,4-butanediol9,14 over a variety of catalysts. 
This selectivity phenomenon has led to a gap in understanding over the best route to produce 
6α,ω-diols from polyols. Can ring formation be avoided, or should one go through this route to 
produce the desired diols?
Polyols
Dehydration of polyols, particularly diols and glycerol, over acid catalysts has been 
tried in both renewable and nonrenewable contexts, and the results of these give a good 
initial guess of selectivity effects in polyols systems with more hydroxyl groups. The Sato 
group has worked extensively on the topic of selectively dehydrating butanediols to 
unsaturated butanols,8,15,16 and the Vogel group has worked on the upgrading of various diols 
to aldehydes.13 Given the differences in selectivity over otherwise similar diols, a comparison 
of either groups' catalysts and reaction systems is necessary for understanding potential 
design rules.
The Sato group's reaction system utilizes gas-phase dehydration of polyols over metal 
oxide catalysts in a fixed bed flow reactor.17 The research reviewed in this text involves the 
dehydration of 1,2-, 1,3-, and 1,4-butanediol. Dehydration was typically carried out at high 
temperatures (325-425 °C), with the target product being unsaturated alcohols such as 3-
butenol and 2-butenol.18,19 However, some interesting selectivity trends were observed. 
Dehydration of 1,4-butanediol typically yielded production of THF over conventional acid 
catalysts such as alumina, silica-alumina, and zirconia, but ceria and ytterbia tended to 
produce the unsaturated alcohol with an order of magnitude lower selectivity (9% versus 
90%) toward ring products.14,20 In all cases, high temperatures and conversions yielded 
further reaction to 1,3-butadiene or to C1 and C2 products. The cause of the differences in 
7selectivity were not fully clear, but it was speculated that cerium oxide's redox ability played 
a role.19
The Sato group's work on 1,2-butanediol yielded selectivity to butanal as a major 
product.21 1,3 butanediol appeared to give the most reliable selectivity toward unsaturated 
butanols.  In the case of 1,3- and 1,4-butanediol, the unsaturated alcohols produced could 
dehydrate further to 1,3-butadiene depending on reaction conditions.21 While the Sato group 
did uncover some interesting selectivity effects for cerium oxide and the dehydration of 
butanediols, the most interesting part of the work for this polyol dehydration project is the 
selectivity results for the conventional acid catalysts. We can learn something from the major 
product selectivities for the dehydration of diols to mono-alcohols, which may be applicable 
for the dehydration of polyols. General selectivity trends for the Sato group's work are shown 
in Figure 1.4. It should be noted that neighboring diols tend to form ketones or aldehydes in 
addition to the unsaturated alcohols, and that 1,4-butanediol selectively converts to a ring 
product.
8Figure 1.4: Major product selectivities for the dehydration of diols to mono-alcohols over various acid catalysts
Another significant contribution to this space comes from the Vogel group, who 
worked on dehydration of various polyols to aldehydes in supercritical water.13 This group 
focused primarily on the effect of electrolytes added to supercritical water on the dehydration 
reaction. In the context of dehydration, activity appeared to be strongly affected by the 
location of diol pairs on each molecule. Typically, diols which are 1,2 to each other will 
dehydrate far more readily than diols which are 1,3 to each other (Figure 1.5).13 Selectivity to 
ring products was observed once again for 1,4 diols, in this case for the reaction of m-
erythritol (Figure 1.6).
9Figure 1.5: Activity trends for initial dehydration of various polyols in supercritical water, 
as determined by the Vogel group.13
Figure 1.6: Ring-closing dehydration of anhydroerythritol in supercritical water.13
Limited work has also been undertaken on higher-order polyols such as xylitol and 
sorbitol.3,4,22,23 Work in this area has focused primarily on dehydration followed by 
hydrogenation to form fuel-range compounds, though in the case of xylitol a C-C cleavage 
route to ethylene glycol and propylene glycol has also been found.7 When dehydration is 
carried out over these higher polyols, selective ring closing tends to be the primary reaction 
of interest, as the ring structure effectively eliminates two hydroxyl groups by producing 
water and a cyclic ether. In the case of dehydrating sorbitol to isosorbide, removal of two 
hydroxyl groups by ring closing can effectively convert a 6-hydroxyl polyol to an α,ω-diol, 
by locking up 2 oxygen atoms in the double ring system.
10
1,2,6 hexanetriol
Work on the polyol 1,2,6-hexanetriol has focused primarily on the removal of the 2-
position alcohol in order to obtain 1,6-hexanediol,6,10 a commodity chemical and a precursor 
to adipic acid. Work by the Dumesic group in this area has focused on both selective 
dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol to 1,6-hexanediol, and on the selective ring-opening of the 
pyran ring product often formed by 1,2,6-hexanetriol, as shown in Figure 1.7. Their work 
was carried out in condensed-phase water using carbon-supported alloys that included both a 
traditional hydrogenating metal and an “oxophilic promoter” that introduced acidity to the 
alloy.10 Experimental results showed very good yield of the 1,6-diol from the pyran ring at 
low conversions, with some selectivity to mono-hexanols at high conversion. Utilization of 
hydrogenation catalysts without a promoter yielded selectivity to both 1,2- and 1,6-
hexanediol.10 The cause, as determined by computational studies carried out in conjunction 
with the experiments, is attributed to fundamental differences in how hydrogenation and acid 
catalysts remove oxygen. An acid catalyst's selectivity is driven by the stability of ions 
formed in the reaction, leading to dehydration of more substituted C-O bonds first. In 
contrast, selectivity for a hydrogenation catalyst is often driven by steric hindrance, leading 
to cleavage of less substituted C-O bonds first.10
Figure 1.7: Dehydration reactions of interest in work carried out by Dumesic group
11
The Heeres group has also undertaken work on 1,2,6-hexanetriol as an intermediate in 
their reaction scheme to convert HMF to caprolactam, which is illustrated in Figures 1.11 and 
1.12. The group found that conversion of HMF to 1,2,6-hexanetriol was a required step in 
their process to produce 1,6-hexanediol, as direct removal of the oxygen from the furan ring 
was found far too difficult.6 Production of 1,5-hexanediol was also observed in addition to 
the production of 1,6-hexanediol (10-15% selective to the 1,5 diol), and addition of Bronsted 
acids to 1,2,6-hexanetriol led to high selectivity toward toward the ring product shown in 
Figure 1.8. 6
Figure 1.8: Reaction scheme investigated by Heeres group.6 Note that the proposed reactions from HMF and 
THFDM to 1,6-hexanediol did not yield good selectivity.
Figure 1.9: Selectivity trends for dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol for the Heeres group system.6
12
Generalized framework for polyol dehydration
In nearly all of the papers reviewed in this section, the primary goal was to study the 
conversion of one molecule or a small number of molecules in order to determine selectivity 
to a specific end product. When put together, one can begin to see common trends and the 
emergence of expected outcomes for specific molecules or catalysts for the dehydration 
reaction. The current work builds on these findings to establish a generalized framework for 
dehydration catalysis, in order to develop catalyst design rules for dehydration of polyols.
1,2,6-hexanetriol is proposed for understanding polyol dehydration, and for 
determining design rules for a polyol dehydration catalyst. This molecule has the right 
balance of simplicity and complexity in that having three hydroxyls permits the testing of all 
forms of dehydration selectivity, without having to introduce the complication of four or 
more hydroxy groups. Also, 1,2,6-hexanetriol has a number of direct applications as a 
potential precursor the food additive sorbic acid, and to monomers such as caprolactone and 
1,6-hexanediol (Figure 1.10). Studying the dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol is also a starting 
point to understanding the dehydration of classes of molecules, or classes of reactions. Once 
the dehydration reaction can be understood in such a way that it can be applied to polyols as 
a class, it will be possible to construct a “catalytic toolbox” of design rules for selective acid-
catalyzed dehydration of any polyol.
13
Figure 1.10: Known products and overall pathways for the dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol, as found in the 
current work and in 6,10
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CHAPTER II: INVESTIGATING TEMPERATURE AND ATMOSPHERE EFFECTS IN 
THE DEHYDRATION OF 1,2,6-HEXANETRIOL
Introduction
Acid-catalyzed elimination of alcohols is a well-understood reaction in organic 
chemistry, as is the selective protonation of a secondary alcohol instead of a primary alcohol. 
Diol interactions are less well understood when trying to undertake selective dehydration of 
polyols, but light is beginning to be shed via studies of butanediol and glycerol 
dehydration.1,2,3 As discussed in the previous chapter, diols which are 1,4 or 1,5 to each other 
tend to readily dehydrate to ring products, which are not desired when one is trying to 
dehydrate polyols to α,ω-diols. An effective polyol dehydration catalyst will need properties 
that permit it to selectively dehydrate a polyol away from ring products, and instead toward 
linear di-oxygenates which can in turn be hydrogenated to α,ω-diols. The polyol 1,2,6-
hexanetriol is a relevant and useful model compound for this type of study, as the total 
number of diol interactions are limited, but will allow us to test selectivity to either linear 
1,6-dioxygenates or pyrans.
Previous work in dehydration by the Dumesic group has focused on ring-opening of 
pyrans over acid-metal bifunctional catalysts,4 and multiple groups have tried dehydration of 
polyols over acidic metal oxides.5,6 Acid-base catalysts such as cerium oxide have also been 
tried in the dehydration of diols.2,3,7 Finally, supercritical water has also been employed in 
dehydration of polyols.8,9 These catalysts have shown varying degrees of selectivity for 
dehydration and ring-opening of polyols, but looking at prior work form a broad perspective, 
the literature presents a relatively scattered field of catalysts and reaction conditions, with 
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relatively few papers looking at reaction conditions and particularly at kinetics. Work by the 
Sato group has been a notable exception, as the group has exhaustively studied dehydration 
of butanediols over lanthanide oxides.2,3,10 An effective range of 275-400°C operating 
temperature for the dehydration of diols is noted from the Sato group's work, with the desired 
temperature being a matter of both catalyst type and of the number of hydroxyl groups one 
wishes to remove. Comparable work on triols outside of glycerol is limited. 11
Experiment Methods
Catalyst slate
A slate of dehydration catalysts was chosen to represent a range of acid strengths. The 
slate includes the zeolite H-ZSM5, HY-340 amorphous niobia, and phosphotungstic acid and 
tungstosilicic acid supported on fumed silica (20 wt%). 
Catalyst characterization
The catalyst slate was characterized by the Brunnauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) method 
for surface area, and by ammonia temperature programmed desorption (TPD) for active site 
characterization. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was also carried out on the spent 
catalysts in order to observe the character of the coke buildup on the catalyst surface. Since 
these catalysts and others appear in multiple chapters, the BET and TPD characterization data 
has been included in Appendix A, and TGA data not used in this chapter has been included in 
Appendix B.
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A typical BET experiment was performed as follows: 0.1 g of a catalyst sample was 
brought to a 10 μm Hg vacuum, and heated to 150 C for 6 hours. After this, BET analysis 
was carried out in liquid nitrogen, and the surface area and approximate pore size were 
recorded.
A typical TPD experiment was carried out by heating 0.06 g of a catalyst sample in 
inert helium gas from ambient temperature to 700 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min, to eliminate 
chemisorbed water and observe water chemisorption temperatures. After this, the sample was 
cooled to 50 °C, exposed to a 90% helium/10% ammonia gas mixture for 30 minutes, and the 
gases switched back to pure helium until the ammonia gas was purged from the sample 
container. The sample was then heated to 700 °C in helium gas at a rate of 10 °C/min, and 
the quantity of ammonia desorbed versus temperature was recorded.
The TPD results often showed peak convolution. The standard algorithm used to 
deconvolve the acid site peaks in the TPD data assumed that the data was comprised of three 
Gaussian peaks; a Gaussian peak is defined in Equation 1. The y value for each of the peaks 
at a given temperature X is then summed to give the value for the overall curve, as given in 
Equation 2. Finally, least squares regression is carried out to determine the highest possible 
R2 value for the constructed curve.
yi =A∗exp[ ( X −B )2C 2 ]  [1]
y ( x )=∑ y i [2]
In these equations, the value y corresponds to the value of the signal generated by 
TPD, A corresponds to peak height, B corresponds to the peak location, and C is proportional 
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to the standard deviation of the peak distribution. For most catalysts this standard algorithm 
gave a good fit of the TPD data, though for the heteropolyacid catalysts the best results came 
from fitting two peaks to the data instead of three.
A typical TGA experiment was carried out by placing 10 mg of a spent catalyst in a 
crucible, which was loaded into a PerkinElmer STA 6000 thermogravimetric analyzer. The 
sample was heated at a rate of 10 °C/min in 20 mL/min of flowing air, from a starting 
temperature of 50 °C to an ending temperature of 900 °C. A derivative plot of weight change 
per degree of temperature increase was then constructed from the raw weight-temperature 
data, in order to determine the approximate temperature range of coke combustion.
Flow reactor studies utilizing 1,2,6-hexanetriol
The procedure mentioned here conforms to the diagram in Figure 2.1. Neat 1,2,6-
hexanetriol was injected into a heated 1/4 inch outer diameter (OD) stainless steel tube by 
syringe pump at a rate of 5 ml/hr, and argon was also introduced to the same tube at a flow 
rate of 100 ml/min. The triol evaporated and mixed with the argon inside of this preheating 
tube, and the resulting vapor stream then flowed into a packed-bed flow reactor (1/2 inch OD 
steel tube, 6 inch long bed). The bed was packed with a small quantity of catalyst diluted in 1 
mm glass beads. After the reaction, the effluent stream flowed into a condenser, where the 
products condensed inside of a chilled volume and dripped out to a collection vial. The argon 
from the effluent stream exited the condenser through an exit line at the top of the condenser.
The initial experiment design called for continuous flow of 1,2,6-hexanetriol, but 
after initial runs the method had to be modified to account for the reagent's viscosity. As the 
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reagent is highly viscous, and the reactor was operated differentially (less than 10% 
conversion), a trade off had to be made between permitting a long dripping time and lower 
mass balances caused by vapor blowout. In order to best maintain a steady state, the reagent 
was flowed at a steady rate (5 ml/hr) for 24 minutes per sample (2 ml samples), and a 
dripping time of approximately two hours was given for each sample. The reactor 
temperature was maintained within 2 °C of the set point temperature, as measured at the top 
and bottom of the reactor. This sampling procedure was repeated for five samples per 
catalyst.
Figure 2.1: Component diagram of flow reactor setup.
Temperature effect studies
    The catalyst slate was tested according to the above flow reaction procedure at reaction 
temperatures of 275, 300, and 325 C. These temperatures were chosen as there is a risk of the 
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triol condensing in the reactor at a temperature of 250 C or lower, and the conversions 
observed were too high above differential at a temperature of 350 C or higher for the catalyst 
slate. Overall conversion and product selectivity were recorded by GC-MS analysis of the 
products.
Atmosphere studies
Reaction testing of the catalyst slate, along with a Y zeolite catalyst (80:1 Si:Al ratio) 
was carried out using hydrogen as a carrier gas instead of argon, using the previously 
discussed flow reactor method. The reactions were carried out at 300 °C, at ambient pressure 
with 100 mL/min of flowing hydrogen. Catalyst and reagent weights were kept constant with 
the experiments in argon.
Results
Identified products
A few of the expected molecules from reaction testing could be identified directly 
from the NIST mass spectral libraries; these molecules being 1,2,6-hexanetriol, 1,6-
hexanediol, tetrahydropyran-2-methanol (THP-2-M), the aldehyde form of THP-2-M (THP-
aldehyde), caprolactone, and 5-hexenal. These are illustrated in Figure 2.2.
However, several other molecules could not be identified directly from the NIST 
libraries, and these molecules required some interpretation in order to be identified. The first 
set of molecules were hexenals (only 5-hexenal was readily identified), which are produced 
from the double dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol. For these, all of the hexenals showed 
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characteristic masses at m/z=98, 83, 69, 57, and 55, with an example given in Figure 2.3. 
Note that the base peak is at the molecular weight of the hexenal, 98, which is typical for a 
conjugated system. The location and cis/trans orientation of the double bond appears to drive 
the height of the five characteristic peaks.
Figure 2.2: Molecules commonly observed in 1,2,6-hexanetriol dehydration experiments, which were readily 
identified by the NIST mass spectral libraries.
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Figure 2.3: Example mass spectrum of a hexenal. The five highest peaks are the characteristic peaks.
One of the two major linear dehydration products is 6-hydroxyhexanal, which is 
neither commercially available nor available in the NIST libraries. Its existence is suggested 
by the formation of caprolactone over zeolite catalysts, along with the spectrum given in 
Figure 2.4. 6-hydroxyhexanal is expected to have a molecular weight of 116, but the 
presence of both an aldehyde and an alcohol lends itself to rapid loss under the ionization 
conditions in our MS, which is why one does not see the molecular ion, and instead sees 
peaks at 98 (dehydration) or 88 (decarbonylation), as noted in Figure 2.5. The peak at 85 
does not correspond to a pyran ring, but instead corresponds to α-cleavage of the hydroxy 
group (loss of 31), or to a pyran that is generated as an intermediate in the fragmentation of 
this molecule. We can make this conclusion as pyran rings are always the base peak in their 
respective MS spectra by a large margin, if the molecule being studied begins as a pyran. In 
other words, if the molecule were a pyran, the peak at 85 should be taller than the next tallest 
peak by at least a factor of 2, often much more. The same is true for 1,5 diols, which readily 
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form a pyran upon ionization. The additional peak at 83 also shows the formation of an 
unsaturated pyran as an intermediate. The likely cause for both peaks is due to a ring being 
formed in order for the molecule to stabilize the primary carbocation generated by the 
removal of an oxygen, as shown in Figure 2.5. The peak at 70 corresponds to both a 
dehydration and decarbonylation (loss of 18 and 28) which is expected for an alcohol-
aldehyde pair, and the two peaks at 55 and 57 indicate the final degradation of the 
intermediate pyrans to a butenyl group or butyl group, respectively. 
Figure 2.4: Mass spectrum of 6-hydroxyhexanal
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Figure 2.5: Proposed mass spectral degradation scheme for 6-hydroxyhexanal
The other linear product of interest is an unsaturated 1,6-hexanediol that is produced 
directly from dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol (mass spectrum shown in Figure 2.6). In this 
case, the very faint molecular ion once again indicates the presence of alcohols on the 
molecule. The large peak at 84 corresponds to a loss of 32, which is an unusual loss, but 
would correspond to α-cleavage of an alcohol with the loss of an extra proton. The molecule 
is hypothesized to be 1,6-hex-2-enediol, as the double bond may aid in the loss of the 
additional hydrogen. After this loss, the remaining fragment undergoes a McLafferty 
rearrangement, giving up an ethylene fragment (loss of 27) and leaving behind a propenol 
fragment (m/z=57). An alternative degradation pathway includes the formation of a pyran 
ring to give a peak at 83, followed by a CO loss (loss of 28) to give the peak at 55. These two 
pathways are illustrated in Figure 2.7. The peaks in the 67-70 range correspond to further 
degradation pathways involving either isomerization of the double bond or a McLafferty 
rearrangement.
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Figure 2.6: Mass spectrum of an unsaturated 1,6-hexanediol. This is proposed to be 1,6-hex-2-enediol.
Figure 2.7: Proposed degradation pathways in the mass spectrum of 1,6-hex-2-enediol.
Finally, some condensation products were also detected by GC, but until this time the 
identity of the condensation products has continued to be elusive. However, these products 
do show a large peak at 85, which is typical of a pyran. Based on suggestions from the NIST 
libraries, the following products shown in Figure 2.8 are suggestive of the real identities. The 
two repeating occurrences among the suggested products are the presence of six-membered 
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(typically pyran) rings, and short carbon chains. This would suggest that the condensation 
reactions occurring are either the dimerization of pyrans, or a condensation of pyrans and 
hexenals.
Figure 2.8: Condensation products suggested by the NIST libraries. 
Note that these do not directly correspond to the actual products.
Kinetics and Temperature Effects
Kinetics
Conversion of 1,2,6-hexanetriol to various products was calculated by summing the 
total observed products from GC-FID. Conversions for the first sample in a given reaction 
test are shown in Figure 2.9, and average conversion with 95% confidence intervals for the 
remaining conversion are given in Figure 2.10. The first samples for each catalyst correlated 
positively with temperature from as expected, with H-ZSM5 and HY-340 niobia tending to 
double with increases of 25 °C in temperature. The silico-tungstate catalyst increased linearly 
and in relatively small steps (perhaps 5% increases with a 25 °C step), and the phospho-
tungstate catalyst was an exception as it initially increased, but then decreased at high 
temperatures. The steady-state samples following these first samples showed a departure 
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from expected kinetics; in the case of the heteropolyacids, activity decreased with increasing 
temperature. In the case of H-ZSM5 and niobia, the steady-state samples showed increasing 
activity with temperature, but did not double like they had with their first samples. The 
decreases in activity observed in most catalysts from the first sample to the later samples 
point to significant deactivation occurring at the beginning of the run.
Figure 2.9: Conversion of 1,2,6-hexanetriol over the catalyst slate, for the first sample.
Figure 2.10: Average conversion of 1,2,6-hexanetriol over the catalyst slate, for the second through fifth 
samples. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals for the four samples.
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Selectivity changes
Conversions of 1,2,6-hexanetriol remained below 10% for all cases except for H-
ZSM5 at 325 °C (in that case it rose to 14%) for steady-state samples, which permits the 
assumption that the reactor was operating differentially. For the HPAs, selectivity to pyran 
products (not including condensation products) remained flat or increased slightly along the 
275-325 °C range. The niobia catalyst (relatively weak Bronsted and Lewis acids) showed 
slightly decreasing selectivity toward ring products, but overall was not significantly weaker 
than the pure Bronsted HPAs. The zeolite catalyst tested (H-ZSM5, strong Bronsted and 
Lewis acids) showed decreasing selectivity toward pyrans, with a significant decrease 
compared to all other catalysts above 300 °C. Selectivities and 95% confidence intervals are 
shown in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Selectivity to all pyrans as a function of temperature. Error bars show a 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 2.12: Selectivity to 1,6-hexanediol and its precursors as a function of temperature. 
Error bars show a 95% confidence interval
 Figure 2.13: Selectivity to linear products (1,6-hexanediol, its precursors, and linear mono-oxygenates) as a 
function of temperature. Error bars show a 95% confidence interval.
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All catalysts showed increasing selectivity toward linear products and to precursors of 
1,2,6-hexanetriol with temperature, as seen in Figures 2.12 and 2.13. Figure 2.13, which 
includes linear mono-oxygenates, shows that increasing acid strength tends to lead to an 
increase in linear products overall. This increase in linear selectivity seems to go hand in 
hand with the suppression of selectivity to condensation products, which is shown in Figure 
2.14.
Figure 2.14: Selectivity to condensation products as a function of reaction temperature. 
Error bars show a 95% confidence interval.
Argon/Hydrogen environment study
The acid catalysts in the slate were tested in hydrogen to determine the effect a 
hydrogen environment would have on acid catalysts. Effects on activity are given in Figure 
2.15, effects on selectivity are given in Figure 2.16. The overall conversion increased 
significantly for niobia and H-ZSM5, but for other catalysts the observed increase was not 
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significant. A suppression in the total quantity of pyran rings (as measured by summing 
observed pyrans and condensation products, which contain pyrans) was observed for all 
catalysts, and enhanced selectivity to mono-oxygenates was observed for all non-zeolite 
catalysts. Selectivity to 1,6-hexanediol remained flat across all catalysts. A hydrogen balance 
was also calculated for all catalysts (Figure 2.17), and the hydrogen balance was defined as a 
percentage production of H2 from the starting 1,2,6-hexanetriol fed into the reactor. 
Consumption of hydrogen to produce saturated molecules would therefore appear as a 
negative mole balance, with the difference being taken up from the atmosphere. All catalysts 
showed a positive or zero production of hydrogen in the argon environment, which is 
expected as there is no available hydrogen to consume in an argon environment. The zeolites 
showed no net consumption of hydrogen in the hydrogen environment, whereas the 
amorphous niobia and the heteropolyacids did show significant consumption of hydrogen.
Figure 2.15: Activity effects for dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol in inert and hydrogen environments. All 
experiments were carried out under a constant temperature (300 °C) and reagent flow rate.
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TGA analysis has been carried out for spent catalysts, and the system chemistry 
appears to be a deciding factor in how coke builds up on the different catalysts. On niobia 
(Fig 2.18), the change from argon to hydrogen yields a shift in the overall coke distribution 
from a harder coke (peak at 600 °C) to a softer coke (lower temperature peak at 400 °C). This 
higher-temperature distribution of coke does occur on other catalysts in argon, indicating that 
niobia seems to have some capability to produce a harder coke, and that this is suppressed 
when the reaction is run in hydrogen. Additional TGA data for the other catalysts are given 
in Appendix B.
Figure 2.16: Changes in selectivity caused by changing the reaction environment from argon to hydrogen. 
The reactions were carried out at 300 °C and ambient pressure.
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Figure 2.17: Hydrogen balance by catalyst type. Balance is defined as net change in hydrogen as a percentage of 
1,2,6-hexanetriol molecules, with production of hydrogen being positive. In other words, a 100% yield of THP-
2-M = 0% hydrogen balance, and a 100% yield of 1,6-hexanediol = -100% hydrogen balance.
Figure 2.18: TGA comparison of amorphous niobia catalysts after reaction with 1,2,6-hexanetriol.
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Discussion
Reaction temperature effects
Catalyst activity was defined in terms of the steady-state conversion rate, which was 
achieved after a deactivation step. According to Chen et. al.,12 this type of deactivation occurs 
when coke builds up, introducing internal mass transfer limitations. The coke originates from 
alkylation of a relatively small amount of reagent on the catalyst surface.12 The initial 
reaction samples (the first for each run) did show a correlation with reaction temperature for 
most of the tested catalysts, but the steady-state samples showed a breakdown in this 
correlation, in addition to reduced conversion overall. From an activity perspective, kinetic 
data cannot be determined readily from the reaction data, due to the apparent convolution of 
the reaction temperature (which should lead to increasing conversion) and of catalyst 
deactivation. The apparent reversal in activity for some of the catalysts in Figure 2.10 also 
points to the possibility that increasing temperatures may increase the rate at which the 
catalyst deactivates. This would be consistent with a coking mechanism of deactivation, as 
higher temperatures would promote alkylation. 12
Changes in selectivity can be defined in two terms. First in terms of oxygen removal, 
and second in terms of selectivity to pyrans versus linear products. In terms of oxygen 
removal, the results are consistent with the expected behavior of increasing temperatures 
leading to more oxygen removal. Since one oxygen atom is removed per dehydration step, 
continued oxygen removal would point to multiple dehydrations occurring in a series 
reaction, with higher temperatures enabling further dehydration of dioxygenates to mono- 
oxygenates. It is also interesting to note that this trend also holds for all catalysts, despite 
observed differences in activity. The proposed reason is related to catalyst deactivation: if the 
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catalyst is deactivating by coking, then the alkylation reaction leading to coking and 
deactivation can be seen as a very far component of the series reaction from 1,2,6-hexanetriol 
to coke. Increasing the reaction temperature should lead to increasing selectivity toward all 
products in the series reaction, including the products that lead to coke formation and catalyst 
deactivation.
Selectivity between linear and pyran products were also affected by temperature, with 
all catalysts showing increasing selectivity toward linear products with increasing 
temperature. The catalysts also showed decreasing selectivity toward pyran molecules, with 
the exception of the phosphotungstate catalyst. Temperature-dependent changes in selectivity 
point to a kinetic effect in which the ring and linear products are the two paths of a parallel 
reaction, and the activation energies associated with the formation of ring and linear products 
are different. Due to the convolution of catalyst deactivation and selectivity changes, a direct 
measurement of activation energies was not possible, but the observed selectivity changes 
point to a parallel reaction as an explanation. 
A cartoon illustrating the overall selectivity trends is given in Figure 2.19. As the 
reaction temperature increases, the dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol increasingly favors 
selectivity towards linear products, but also favors removing additional oxygen. In other 
words, increasing temperature affects both a series (oxygen removal) and parallel (ring vs. 
linear) reaction simultaneously. If one is looking to produce linear α,ω-dioxygenates, then 
there will be a maximum selectivity possible for a given catalyst, which will be an optimal 
balance in selectivity for the series and parallel reactions that lead to the production of other 
compounds.
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Figure 2.19: Observed temperature effects for the dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol.
Atmospheric composition effects
A change in the environment from argon to hydrogen led to a significant increase in 
activity for a majority of the tested catalysts, both in terms of conversion, and in terms of 
selectivity toward multiple-dehydration products such as mono-oxygenates. All catalysts 
displayed a decrease in selectivity toward pyran ring products. Like the case of increasing 
temperature, changing the atmosphere from argon to hydrogen has also seemed to trigger a 
similar activity effect, leading to increased selectivity toward linear products, along with 
increased conversion. Unlike temperature, however, the exact cause of the increase in 
activity is not as straightforward, as hydrogen is not extensively consumed in the reaction.
Looking at the hydrogen balances for each catalyst, the slight production of hydrogen 
from the reaction under an argon environment would be consistent with hydrogen that forms 
during coke formation, along with a mild cracking reaction that converts alcohols to 
aldehydes or ketones. GC-MS analysis of the reaction products did find evidence of the 
production of ketones and aldehydes, but no evidence of further cracking of small molecules. 
          Diols to Mono-oxgenates         Polyols to DiolsPolyols to Pyrans
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Once the atmosphere was changed to hydrogen, however, the niobia and heteropolyacid 
catalysts displayed a net consumption of hydrogen, and the zeolites did not appear to change 
from a hydrogen balance perspective (Figure 2.17). TGA analysis of the catalysts revealed a 
change in the quality of the coke formed in the reaction, with one example given in Figure 
2.18. The shift to a lower temperature is indicative of a softer coke on the catalyst, which 
suggests that coke gasification may be taking place. This may be the route through which 
hydrogen is being introduced into the dehydration reaction for niobia and the HPAs.
Conclusions
After testing a slate of catalysts at different reaction temperatures and in different 
carrier gases, it is clear that the dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol is affected in multiple ways 
by reactor operating conditions. Based on the relationship between catalyst activity and 
selectivity, it it proposed that the selective dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol must be defined 
in terms of both a series and parallel reaction. Lower reaction temperatures lead to selectivity 
towards ring products and dioxygenates, and higher temperatures lead to selectivity toward 
linear products, and mono-oxygenates. For the parallel reaction, the temperature-selectivity 
effect is proposed to be due to differences in the activation energy between the reactions to 
either product. Adding hydrogen to the reaction atmosphere also boosted activity and the 
corresponding selectivity effects, but the exact mechanism is currently unclear. However, it 
is proposed that hydrogen modifies and possibly gasifies the coke on the reaction surface, 
which in turn may be driving the activity effect, and the net consumption of hydrogen in 
some of the tested catalysts.
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CHAPTER III: THE ROLE OF CATALYST ACIDITY AND SHAPE IN THE SELECTIVE 
DEHYDRATION OF 1,2,6-HEXANETRIOL
A paper accepted by Royal Society of Chemistry: Catalysis Science and Technology
Michael Nolan, Geng Sun, and Brent Shanks
Abstract
Selectivity trends for dehydration of 1,2,6-hexaentriol to α,ω-dioxygenates over solid 
acid catalysts are reported in the current work. A slate of catalysts including zeolites, 
amorphous silica-alumina, and niobias were tested, and selectivity toward either cyclic ethers 
or α,ω-dioxygenates were found to be correlated with the acid strength of the fresh catalyst, a 
catalyst's deactivation state, and to shape selectivity within zeolites.
Introduction
Interest in alternatives to oil and particularly fossil carbon has been growing for more 
than a decade, with concerns over greenhouse gas emissions and oil scarcity being the 
primary drivers of research into alternatives. Biorenewable feedstocks for commodity 
chemicals are well recognized as alternatives to petroleum-based feedstocks,1-3 but their high 
oxygen content requires selective oxygen removal in order to produce commodity chemicals. 
Deoxygenation strategies are driven by the type of carbon-oxygen bond that is found on the 
biorenewable molecule, with aldehydes and acids normally calling for carbon removal by 
decarbonylation or decarboxylation. In the case of alcohol-rich polyols, however, it is 
possible to utilize dehydration to selectively remove oxygen while preserving carbon.
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Previous work on selective dehydration of polyols has focused primarily on 
dehydration of glycerol and diols over acid catalysts.4-9 In work by Sato et. al. on glycerol, 
butanediols, and pentanediols, it was found that dehydration of a diol will lead selectively to 
formation of a cyclic ether if the second alcohol is γ or farther to the alcohol being 
dehydrated. 9 Diols which are β to each other tend to be more selective to allylic alcohols, 
and diols which are α to each other tend to form an enol, and tautomerize to a ketone or 
aldehyde, 9 It was also found that at temperatures below 673 K, the dehydration reaction also 
tends to proceed until a mono-oxygenate was reached, and cease.10,11 The general dehydration 
rule found across these papers is that diol interactions and resulting products tend to be 
driven by the relative positions of the hydroxyl groups on the diols.
More recent work on the dehydration of polyols has focused on 1,2,6-hexanetriol (1, 
Scheme 3.1), which is derivable from HMF.12 Work in this area has focused on selective 
removal of the 2-position hydroxyl in order to produce 1,6-hexanediol (1,6-HDO, 6 in 
Scheme 3.1), while avoiding formation of the byproduct tetrahydropyran-2H-2-methanol 
(THP-2-M, 2 in Scheme 3.1). 12,13 Results from the previous work have found that formation 
of THP-2-M is largely unavoidable in condensed-phase reaction conditions, therefore the 
recommended route to α,ω-diols was to convert 1,2,6-hexanetriol quantitatively to THP-2-M, 
and selectively ring-open the pyran over acid-promoted hydrogenating metals. 13 Conditions 
in this work was carried out under high hydrogen pressure, high catalyst loadings, and low 
reaction rates. In other words, these systems were optimized to operate at slow dehydration 
conditions, and fast hydrogenating conditions, which tended to limit observations on the 
dehydration pathway but did achieve the end of selective conversion to 1,6-HDO. In terms of 
key catalyst variables for selectivity, it was noted by Chia et. al. that hydrogenating metals on 
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their own tend to select based on minimized steric hindrance, while hydrogenating metals 
alloyed with oxophilic metals (which were also observed to have acidic tendencies) tended to 
ring-open at more substituted locations on a furan or pyran ring.  13
In the previous work, acidity was noted as being critical to the dehydration reaction 
and to selective ring-opening of pyrans. However, the complete role of acidity in dehydration 
is still in question, along with the question of which acid catalyst properties can be 
manipulated to drive selectivity. In the current work, 1,2,6-hexanetriol is employed as a 
model compound to understand the catalytic drivers of selectivity in dehydration of polyols. 
Acid strength and shape selectivity are investigated as key variables in driving activity and 
selectivity in the reaction, with selectivity defined primarily as selectivity to either linear α,ω-
dioxygenates or to pyrans. 
Scheme 3.1: Reaction scheme for the dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol, including molecules observed in the 
current work and the proposed reaction scheme.
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Methods
Catalyst slate
A slate of solid acid catalysts was chosen to test the effects of acid strength and shape 
selectivity. The slate includes the zeolites H-ZSM5, Y-zeolite, and mordenite, along with 
niobia supported on silica (SBA-15) and amorphous metal oxides such as silica-alumina and 
niobia. The silica-alumina ratios of the tested catalysts are given in Table 3.1. All of the 
tested zeolites were obtained from Zeolyst International, and were calcined in air at 773 K for 
4 hours before use. The niobia catalysts were used as received from a collaborator as 
mentioned in the acknowledgements; the amorphous niobia catalyst was obtained 
commercially from CBMM and used as recieved, and the niobia on SBA-15 was synthesized 
according to the procedure from Pham et. al.14
The silica-alumina catalyst was prepared by precipitation in the following method: 
48.8 g of sodium metasilicate and 1.57 g of aluminum sulfate hexadecahydrate were weighed 
out in accordance with the desired silica-alumina ratio, and dissolved in 500 mL of water in a 
stirred round-bottom flask. Once the reagents were fully dissolved, hydrochloric acid (stock 
solution diluted to 10 vol% in water) was added until the solution began to precipitate at a pH 
of about 8.5. The acid was then added dropwise until the solution reached a pH of 
approximately 7 (note that the pH may drop very quickly to 3 or less), and the precipitate was 
filtered in a vacuum filtering flask, and washed 3 times with deionized water. The filter cake 
was dried at 383 K for 24 hours (until the gel was fully dried), and then crushed in a mortar 
and pestle to produce a catalyst powder. The powder was then calcined in air at 773 K for 4 
hours.
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Prior to reaction testing, the catalysts were pelleted in a Carver benchtop pellet press 
at 40,000 psi, broken into small pellets, and sieved to achieve a pellet size range from 700 
μm to 1 mm.
Catalyst characterization
The catalyst slate was characterized by the Brunnauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) method 
for surface area, and by ammonia temperature programmed desorption (TPD) for active site 
characterization. A typical BET experiment was performed as follows: 0.1 g of a catalyst 
sample was brought to a 10 μm Hg vacuum, and heated to 423 K for 6 hours. After this, a 
BET isotherm in nitrogen was recorded using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020, and the surface 
area and approximate pore size were recorded.
A typical TPD experiment was carried out in a Micromeritics AutoChem 2920. by 
heating approximately 60 mg of a catalyst sample in helium gas from ambient temperature to 
923 K at a rate of 10 K/min, to eliminate chemisorbed water and observe water 
chemisorption temperatures. After this, the sample was cooled to 323 K, exposed to a 90% 
helium/10% ammonia gas mixture for 30 minutes, and the gases switched back to pure 
helium until the ammonia gas was purged from the sample container. The sample was then 
heated to 923 K in helium gas at a rate of 10 K/min, and the quantity of ammonia desorbed 
over the temperature range was recorded.
Spent catalysts were characterized using ammonia temperature programmed 
desorption, combined with mass spectral analysis of the effluent gases. A typical experiment 
was carried out by exposing approximately 40 mg of a sample to a 90% helium/10% 
ammonia gas mixture for 30 minutes. After this, the sample was heated in helium gas from 
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ambient temperature to 723 K at a rate of 10 K/min, with the effluent gases monitored by a 
MicroStar mass spectrometer.
Flow reactor studies utilizing 1,2,6-hexanetriol
Neat 1,2,6-hexanetriol was injected into a heated stainless steel tube by syringe pump 
at a rate of 5 ml/hr, and argon was also introduced to the same tube at a flow rate of 100 
ml/min at STP. The triol evaporated and mixed with the argon inside of this preheating tube, 
and the resulting vapor stream then flowed into a packed-bed flow reactor (1/2 inch OD steel 
tube, 6 inch long bed). The bed was packed with a small quantity of catalyst diluted in 1 mm 
glass beads. Temperatures were monitored at the end of the preheating tube, and at the 
beginning and end of the packed bed. All three temperatures were maintained within 2 K of 
the set point temperature. After the reaction, the effluent stream flowed into a condenser, 
where the products condensed inside of a chilled volume and dripped out to a collection vial. 
The residence time of the condenser was maintained at 1 minute, as shorter residence times 
led to insufficient condensation and significant vapor losses. The argon from the effluent 
stream exited the condenser through an exit line at the top of the condenser, and the liquid 
products were collected in a vial at the bottom of the condenser.
The samples were highly viscous, requiring a relatively long time to exit the 
condenser, which would cause samples to blend if the reactor was operated continuously. 
The best balance achieved for operating the reactor at a steady state was to inject 1,2,6-
hexanetriol at a steady rate for a specified period of time (24 minutes, or 2 mL at a 5 mL/hr 
flow rate), and wait for the sample to exit the condenser. Typically, the “drip time” for each 
sample was 2 hours, which was determined by measuring the sample mass every 30 minutes 
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until no further sample accumulation was observed. In a given experiment, 5 reaction 
samples would be taken for each catalyst, and the samples would be prepared for analysis by 
diluting to 10 wt% in water (0.9000 grams water, 0.1000 grams sample), adding 10 μL of 
methanol as a standard. Once prepared, the samples were analyzed in an Agilent 7890 gas 
chromatogram with flame ionization detector and mass spectrometer. Molecules not readily 
identified (i.e. greater than 85% statistical match) in the NIST mass spectral libraries were 
interpreted manually, and the interpretation is given in the supplemental information.
All experiments were replicated at least once to measure experimental consistency. 
Replicated experiments with mass balances greater than 90% were included in the published 
results. Mass losses in high mass balance cases (90% or greater) tended to be related either to 
catalyst coking during the reaction (~1% loss), or to losses in the reagent inlet line (3-5% 
loss). Mass balances below 90% were typically observed in the case of vapor losses in the 
condenser, which in tended to significantly skew selectivity results due to losses of volatile 
compounds.
Deactivation of the catalysts due to coking was commonly observed during the study, 
with much of the deactivation occurring during the beginning of an experiment. To account 
for this, data for the first sample (the deactivation sample) of a given experiment was treated 
separately from the remaining four samples (steady-state samples) in an experiment, which 
were averaged.
Acid catalyst study using 1,2,6-hexanetriol
Each of the catalysts in the previously mentioned in Section 2.1 were tested according 
to the above flow reaction procedure at 573 K. The weight of catalyst added was on the basis 
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of a constant number of high-strength acid sites, which was determined by multiplying 
catalyst mass by acid site density (Table 3.1) to get the number of acid sites for that sample. 
50 mg of H-ZSM5, 30/1 Si/Al ratio (0.024 mmol of high-strength acid sites) was used as a 
basis for determining the required mass for all other catalysts, as this catalyst had the highest 
acid site density in the catalyst slate.
Derivative Product studies over H-ZSM5
10% solutions of THP-2-M and 1,6-hexanediol in water were used as reagents 
following the same flow reactor procedure outlined in Section 2.3. The reactions were carried 
out at 573 K, using a constant molar flow of reagent compared to the flow of 1,2,6-
hexanetriol from the acid catalyst study. 133 mg of H-ZSM5 (80/1 Si/Al ratio) was used as 
catalyst.
Results
Catalyst properties
The catalyst slate was chosen to have sufficient variance in terms of shape selection 
and acid strength, which was represented by the overall catalyst slate. Acid strengths of fresh 
catalysts, as measured by ammonia TPD, were noted to span the typical range of acid 
strengths observed in the literature,15-17 with weak sites typically attributed to the range from 
423 to 523 K, and strong acid sites being attributed to peaks ranging from 673 to 773 K. In 
terms of shape selectivity, the difference in pore sizes between zeolites and non-zeolites 
varies by an order of magnitude.
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Table 3.1: Properties of catalyst slate
a:Determined from BET data, b: Literature values from Chen et. al. 18
Reaction testing
Activity results
Catalyst activity, defined in terms of the appearance of products, is shown in Figure 
3.1. All catalysts deactivated significantly over the course of an experiment, with as much as 
order of magnitude decreases in activity. Overall, acid strength and activity were weakly 
correlated after the first sample was taken for the acid catalysts, and the correlation remained 
weak over further samples. TPD of spent catalysts found that both strong and weak acid sites 
were diminished in spent catalysts, and in most cases, the strong acid sites appeared to have 
been completely suppressed in spent catalysts. An example of acid site suppression for spent 
amorphous niobia is shown in Figure 3.2, in which strong acid sites observed for the fresh 
catalyst are observed to disappear for the spent catalyst. Further TPD profiles of spent 
catalysts are reported in Appendix C.
Catalyst coking was also observed on all spent catalysts, with coking accounting for 
about 14% of the mass of a spent catalyst on average. Based on this observation, coking is a 
probable cause for both the loss of active sites and an apparent corresponding loss in activity, 
which would in turn suggest that strong acid sites will catalyze the dehydration reaction 
Catalyst Si/Al ratio TPD acid strength Acid site density Surface area Pore size
(peak temp., K) (mmol/g) Å
Niobia n/a 506 0.28 140
Niobia/SBA-15 n/a 484 0.20 113
Silica-Alumina 80:1 465 0.29 594
H-ZSM5 30:1 625 0.48 571
H-ZSM5 80:1 657 0.18 381
Zeolite Y 80:1 544 0.06 676
(m2/g)
40.9a
46.5a
45.7a
5.5b
5.5b
7.4b
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throughout the experiment. However, as the sites are blocked, the observed activity would 
decrease.
Figure 3.1: Activity of acid catalysts, as measured by turnover (moles converted per acid site per second). 
Activity was measured both for the first sample taken (■), and for the four following samples (bars). The bars 
denote the complete range of observed activities.
Selectivity Results
The vast majority ( >95%) of the single-molecule products observed during the 
dehydration reaction are shown in Scheme 3.2, and are typically classed as being either 
“linear” (3, 4, 5, 6) or “pyran” (2, 7, 8). Condensation products are not shown in Scheme 3.2, 
but based on MS analysis (Appendix A), the products most likely originate from the 
condensation of the aldehyde products observed in the overall product mixture.
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Figure 3.2: Ammonia TPD profile of fresh (solid line) and spent (dashed line) amorphous niobia catalyst. The 
stronger site at ~520 K appears to be completely suppressed by the end of the reaction.
Scheme 3.2: Reaction scheme for the dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol, based on product observations.
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Selectivity between pyran ring products and linear products was observed to not 
change significantly over the full range of acid strengths, with the typical percentage of ring 
products tending to be in the range of 65% to 80% of all products (Table 3.2), with linear 
products making up the balance. 
Among linear products, selectivity to mono-oxygenate products (namely, hexenals 
and hexenols) increased with acid strength, with selectivity increasing rapidly above TPD 
acid strengths of 623 K. Another interesting phenomenon observed over the catalyst was 
hydride transfers between molecules, with 1,6-HDO being the sole observed hydrogenation 
product. Selectivity to 1,6-HDO was observed at up to 11 % selectivity over weak acids, but 
selectivity to the saturated diol tended to decrease with increasing acid strength. Selectivity to 
dehydrogenated products such as 7 and 8 from Scheme 3.2 typically comprised 6-8% of total 
product selectivity, with no correlation to acid strength.
1,2- and 1,5-dioxygenates were not observed in any significant quantity over any 
catalyst, which strongly implies that the heterogeneous acid catalysts in this system were 
highly selective toward removing the 2-position hydroxyl, with dehydration of the primary 
hydroxyls observed primarily in the case of dioxygenates dehydrating to mono-oxgenates. 
This is again consistent with a Brønsted-catalyzed elimination, as the cation that would result 
from the elimination of the secondary hydroxyl group would be more stable than those 
arising from the elimination of a primary hydroxyl.
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Table 3.2: Selectivities of tested catalysts
Figure 3.3: Selectivity to pyrans and major pyran compounds as a function of acid strength. Products shown 
include mono pyrans (■, solid line), all linear and linear-origin compounds (●, dashed line), linear 1,6 
dioxygenates (▼, dotted line), and condensed linear products (▲, dot-dash line).
Shape selection
Selectivity to mono pyrans, condensation products, and mono oxygenates were found 
to be correlated with zeolite pore size, with the trends plotted in Figure 3.4. Overall, smaller 
pores tended to lead to fewer mono pyrans and to more condensation products and mono 
oxygenates. At the large pore end of Figure 3.4, selectivity to condensation products becomes 
consistent with that of the amorphous materials in the catalyst slate (trendline in Figure 3.3), 
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Catalyst Si/Al ratio Mass balance Conversion 1,6-diol precursors All pyrans All linear Others
Niobia n/a 98% 3% 11% 23% 54% 38% 7.57%
Silica-Niobia n/a 93% 2% 3% 14% 67% 31% 1.45%
Silica-Alumina 80:1 95% 10% 0% 25% 68% 26% 6.55%
H-ZSM5 30:1 95% 13% 2% 19% 42% 56% 2.92%
H-ZSM5 80:1 95% 9% 2% 23% 51% 47% 2.48%
Zeolite Y 80:1 91% 6% 5% 24% 63% 34% 2.86%
H-mordenite 90:1 95% 11% 0% 18% 56% 44% 0.00%
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indicating that pores are “large” by the time they reach the micropore size of Zeolite Y (~7.4 
Å). The enhanced selectivity toward condensation products indicates that smaller pores does 
not lead to enhanced selectivity toward linear dioxygenates, but instead promotes reactions 
between molecules, which is an undesired effect for selective dehydration.
Figure 3.4: Selectivity versus pore diameter plot for zeolite catalysts. Pore diameters are taken from literature 
values. 18 Products found to vary with zeolite pore diameter included mono pyrans (■, solid line), condensation 
products (●, dashed line), and mono-oxygenates (▼, dotted line).
Derivative Product Studies
Reactions carried out with THP-2-M over H-ZSM5 (80:1 Si:Al ratio) yielded a small 
quantity of condensation products (~2% yield), and a small amount of THP-2-formaldehyde 
(~1% yield). No ring-opening was observed for THP-2-M, indicating that ring opening does 
not play a role in the formation of linear products, and that a ring-opening strategy for 
forming 1,6-HDO from 1,2,6-hexanetriol would not be effective over an acid catalyst. The 
formation of THP-2-formaldehyde is indicative of the ability of acid catalysts to strip 
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hydrogen from primary alcohols, which would contribute toward selectivity to 
dehydrogenated products such as THP-2-formaldehyde and dioxabicyclo [3.2.1] octane.
Reactions carried out with 1,6-hexanediol over H-ZSM5 (80:1 Si:Al ratio) yielded a 
small amount (~1% yield) of hexen-ols. The low yields of any products from both 1,6-HDO 
and THP-2-M are indicative of dioxygenates being significantly less reactive than 1,2,6-
hexanetriol, which highlights a trend of polyols becoming less active as more oxygen is 
removed.
Discussion
Reaction scheme
Dehydration is generally understood to be a Brønsted acid-catalyzed reaction,19,20 and 
selectivity to both pyrans and 1,6-dioxygenates along with terminal mono-oxygenates 
confirmed this understanding for our polyol. The observed absence of ring-opening or ring-
closing also indicates that ring opening as observed in other work12 requires the presence of 
metal functionality. This observation led to the proposed reaction pathway given in Scheme 
3.2, in which ring and linear selectivity is determined when 1,2,6-hexanetriol dehydrates, and 
after this, all derivative products emerge from the products of triol dehydration. Previous 
work on dehydration has identified likely cationic intermediates for Brønsted acid-catalyzed 
dehydration,13 which are shown in Figure 3.5 as a proposed mechanistic pathway.
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Figure 3.5: Proposed reaction map for acid-catalyzed dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol
In addition to products predicted by acid-catalyzed dehydration, products that are 
hydrogenated or dehydrogenated relative to these predicted products are also present, as are 
compounds that appear to emerge from the juncture of two or more C6 molecules. These 
products are all proposed to originate from 6-hydroxyhexanal, which is produced during the 
dehydration step. It is well understood in the literature that alcohols and aldehydes will 
readily undergo hydride transfer over metal oxides, with aluminum being a particularly good 
metal for the reaction. This reaction, known as the MPV reduction,  would account for the 
hydrogenation of 6-hydroxyhexanal to 1,6-hexandiol as observed over select catalysts, along 
with the dehydrogenation of THP-2-M and other molecules to aldehydes.
Figure 3.6: Illustration of metal alkoxide formation over an arbitrary metal oxide.
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Role of catalyst properties
The role of acid strength in dehydration activity was found to be difficult to elucidate 
from reaction testing, as catalyst deactivation via coking was taking place alongside the 
dehydration reaction. This was found to lead to a reduction of the number of available sites 
with time. Regarding catalyst selectivity, increasing acid strength was related to increasing 
selectivity toward linear products, but instead of producing more precursors to 1,6-
hexanediol, the linear products were instead observed to condense, leading to a flat 
selectivity to 1,6-dioxygenates over the entire range of acid strengths. It was also observed 
that MPV-type hydride transfers tended to be favored over weaker acids, wheras stronger 
acids favored dehydrogenating alcohols without transferring the hydrogen to aldehydes. Size 
selection was also found to play a role in selectivity, as smaller pores led to decreased 
selectivity to pyrans, and increased selectivity to condensation products. 
In the context of creating design rules for selective dehydration to polyols, the major 
barrier identified for solid acids is an apparent ceiling of selectivity toward α,ω-dioxygenates, 
as weak acids tended to be selective toward ring formation while stronger acids tended to 
condense 6-hydroxyhexanal. The hydroxyaldehyde also opened up new pathways in the 
reaction scheme as well, as the addition of MPV-type hydride transfers led to the formation 
of alcohols and aldehydes not expected  from acid-catalyzed dehydration alone. Forming 
hydroxyaldehydes from polyols may open up interesting new avenues if one were to 
optimize a system for carrying out subsequent hydride transfers, but in the case of selective 
dehydration to produce diols, the hydroxyaldehyde should be prevented from further 
reactions so as to prevent unwanted condensation or hydride transfer reactions.
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Conclusions
The slate of acid catalysts tested represented a range of acid strengths and pore sizes, 
and general design rules have been proposed based on acid strength and size selection 
effects. Ring-opening of pyrans produced in this system was found to be necessary for 
effective production of α,ω-diols and dioxygenates, as 1,2,6-hexanetriol readily ring-closes to 
pyrans over acid catalysts, and the pyrans do not ring-open readily over solid acids. Acid 
strength was generally found to drive activity, but did not drive selectivity between pyrans 
and linear products. Shape selectivity was found to play a role in aiding condensation of 
pyrans, which was an undesired effect.
    Also of significant interest to understanding these acid catalysts was the observation of 
hydride transfer reactions in what was expected to be a dehydration-only environment. Acid 
strength drives selectivity in hydride transfer, as higher acid strengths inhibit MPV reduction 
of 6-hydroxyhexanal to 1,6-hexanediol, while instead promoting cracking of the alcohols to 
the respective aldehydes.
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CHAPTER IV: MECHANISTIC STUDIES FOR POLYOL DEHYDRATION
Modified from a paper to be published in The Journal of Catalyis
Michael Nolan, Qiaohua Tang, Umayangani Wanninnayake, Geng Sun, George Kraus, 
Mattew Neurock, Brent Shanks
Abstract
The dehydration mechanism and reaction pathway for 1,2,6-hexanetriol over solid 
acid catalysts was investigated by pulsing 1,2,6-hexanetriol over silica-alumina catalysts of 
varying silicon-aluminum (Si-Al) ratios, along with an acidic niobia catalyst. The derivative 
products 6-hydroxyhexanal and tetrahydropyran-2-methanol (THP-2-M) were also pulsed 
over a silica-alumina catalyst in order to elucidate the reaction pathway that leads to the 
dehydration products discovered in previous work. Also, a slate of 1,2,ω polyols and 1,3,5-
pentanediol were dehydrated over a silica-alumina acid catalyst in order to determine 
selectivity trends as a function of carbon chain length and the location of the internal 
hydroxyl group. Experimental work found that ring-opening of pyrans does not occur over 
acid catalysts, and that the catalysts also catalyze hydride transfer reactions, leading to the 
formation of various dehydrogenation products not expected from dehydration. Selectivity 
was found to be driven by ring strain and cationic stability, with the unexpected result of 
primary alcohol dehydration being favored over internal dehydration in select cases.
Introduction
Growing acceptance of biorenewable molecules as alternatives to petroleum-based 
chemicals has led to interest in determining the means to selectively remove oxygen from 
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biorenewable molecules,1-3 with selective dehydration being of interest for removing oxygen 
from polyhydroxylated molecules.4,5 Polyols are promising because they can be dehydrated to 
diols,6,7 allylic alcohols,8 and to cyclic compounds.5 Of particular interest are polyols that can 
be derived directly from biorenewable sources, such as 1,2,6-hexanetriol, which can be 
derived from 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF).9 Previous dehydration work has tended to 
focus on the optimization of a specified reaction, typically selective elimination of hydroxyl 
groups,10,11 or in the case of sorbitol selective ring closing to isosorbide.5,12 A systematic 
understanding of the likelihood of either ring formation or elimination of a hydroxyl group is 
therefore of interest as a means of selectively producing desired chemical products from 
polyols.
Work by Sato et. al. on the dehydration of various diols over heterogeneous solid acid 
catalysts found that ketones and aldehydes would form anytime two hydroxyls are located 
next to each other. As the hydroxyl pairs are placed farther apart, however, selectivity 
changes to an unsaturated alcohol for 1,3 diols (and for n,n+2), and then to cyclic ethers for 
1,4 and greater molecules.8,13 The observed role of hydroxyl position and ring strain for 1,3 
and greater alcohols can be attributed to long-understood mechanisms for acid-catalyzed 
dehydration, namely elimination of a hydroxyl group and ether formation for pairs of 
alcohols that are not encumbered by ring strain. Concerning the formation of aldehydes from 
neighboring hydroxyls, previous work by Chia et. al. had found in computational work that 
6-hydroxyhexanal can be produced from 1,2,6-hexanetriol via acid-catalyzed dehydration, 
though the compound was not identified as one of the significant reaction products when 
1,2,6-hexanetriol was subjected to hydrogenolysis over a carbon-supported Rh-Re catalyst 
under high hydrogen pressure.14 The mechanism cited for the formation of the 
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hydroxyaldehyde is via the formation of an oxocarbenium ion during the dehydration 
reaction. The lack of selectivity toward the hydroxyaldehyde was attributed to the highly 
reductive nature of the system. It was further found that the acidity of ReOx was necessary 
for selective dehydration, as a system with a reducing metal and no oxophilic metal tended to 
remove hydroxyl groups in a non-selective manner between primary and secondary 
hydroxyls.
Limited work on triols has been carried out, most notably by Buntara et. al.9 and Chia 
et. al.14 on 1,2,6-hexanetriol. Brønsted acid dehydration of the triol at mild conditions (398K, 
ambient pressure) led to a quantitative yield of tetrahydropyran-2-methanol, which is a cyclic 
ether formed between the 2- and 6-position hydroxyls on the triol. Hydrogenolysis of the 
pyran utilizing an Rh-Re alloy supported on carbon led to high selectivity towards 1,6-
hexanediol at low conversions.
Shirai et. al.5 investigated selective ring closing of sorbitol using high-temperature 
water to provide an acidic environment. In that study, sorbitol was found to be selective 
towards ring closing with little to no selectivity toward elimination products. Further, the 
dehydration reaction was selective toward forming furan rings (1,4- or 2,5- anhydrosorbitols) 
over pyran (1,5) or oxepan (1,6) rings.
Overall, previous work on triols and higher polyols has found that ring closing 
dehydration and elimination of hydroxyl groups to form lower polyols or hydroxyaldehydes 
is possible, but questions remain about the mechanism of the dehydration reaction over acid 
catalysts, particularly over selectivity towards ring and linear products. Interaction effects 
between catalyst and reagent, if better understood, could be exploited in order to enhance 
product selectivities dehydration over heterogeneous acid catalysts.
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Methods
Reagents and synthesis
Reagents to be used for observing dehydration of 1,2,ω triols included 1,2,6-
hexanetriol (1,2,6-HTO, 97%, Sigma-Aldrich), 1,2,5-pentanetriol (1,2,5-PTO, 97%, TCI 
International), 1,2,4-butanetriol (1,2,4-BTO, 95%, Sigma-Aldrich), and glycerol (99%, 
Sigma-Aldrich). These reagents were commercially available, and used as received. Reagents 
used in the derivative product studies included tetrahydropyran-2-methanol (THP-2-M, 98%, 
Sigma-Aldrich) and 6-hydroxyhexanal. THP-2-M was purchased commercially and used as 
received. For the dehydration experiment of 1,3,ω triols, 1,3,5-pentanetriol was considered. 
This molecule was not commercially available, so its synthesis was necessary. The synthetic 
route is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Synthesis of 1,3,5-pentanetriol
6-hydroxy hexanal
A 1 M DIBAL-H solution in CH2Cl2 (3.6 mL, 20.20 mmol) was added slowly to a 
solution of the caprolactone (1.92 mL, 17.32 mmol) in dry CH2Cl2 at-78 0C. After stirring at 
the same temperature for 1.5 h, methanol (4 mL) was added dropwise and the mixture poured 
into 0.5 M HCl (60 mL). After stirring for additional 1 h at room temperature, the organic 
layer was separated. The aqueous layer was extracted with CH2Cl2 (3 x 15 mL), and the 
combined organic layers were dried with MgSO4 and evaporated. The residue was purified 
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by flash chromatography (first CH2Cl2, then CH2Cl2:EtOAc (60:40). The second fraction was 
evaporated to give 489.26 mg of the desired product, a yellow oil, in 24.4% yield.
Catalyst synthesis and characterization
Catalysts used for reaction studies included amorphous niobia and amorphous silica-
aluminas of varying silicon/aluminum ratios. The amorphous niobia catalyst was used as 
received from a collaborator as mentioned in the acknowledgements; the collaborator had 
obtained the catalyst commercially from CBMM. The silica-alumina catalysts (Si:Al ratios of 
80:1, 200:1, and 400:1, named SiAl80, SiAl200, and SiAl400, respectively) were synthesized 
using a sol-gel method, in which aluminum sulfate (Sigma Aldrich, used as received), and 
sodium metasilicate (Sigma Aldrich, used as received) were dissolved in deionized water, 
first by dissolving the aluminum sulfate completely, and then by adding sodium metasilicate 
slowly (approximately 5% of the material at a time until a pH of 10 was reached, then 10% at 
a time) to the solution. Dissolution was aided by stirring the solution with a magnetic stir bar. 
Once the two reagents were fully dissolved, a 3 mol% solution of hydrochloric acid was 
added in 5 ml increments (pausing to let the pH equilibrate after each addition) until a pH of 
10 was reached, then in 1 ml increments until a pH of 9 was reached, and finally drop-wise 
until a pH of 7 to 8 was reached. The solution was then permitted to stir for 6 hours, with 
additional acid added if the solution pH rose above 8. The resulting liquid was then poured 
into a Büchner funnel, and the filter cake washed twice with deionized water. The filter cake 
was then dried in an oven at 120 C until completely dry (16-24 hours), powdered in a mortar 
and pestle, and then calcined at 500 C for 4 hours.
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The catalyst was characterized by ammonia temperature programmed desorption 
(TPD) to determine the number of acid sites and acid strength of the catalyst. The experiment 
was carried out in a Micromeritics AutoChem 2920. by heating approximately 60 mg of a 
catalyst sample in helium gas from ambient temperature to 923 K at a rate of 10 K/min, to 
eliminate chemisorbed water and observe water chemisorption temperatures. After this, the 
sample was cooled to 323 K, exposed to a 90% helium/10% ammonia gas mixture for 30 
minutes, and the gases switched back to pure helium until the ammonia gas was purged from 
the sample container. The sample was then heated to 923 K in helium gas at a rate of 10 
K/min, and the quantity of ammonia desorbed over the temperature range was recorded.
Spent catalysts were characterized using ammonia TPD, combined with mass spectral 
analysis of the effluent gases. A typical experiment was carried out by exposing 
approximately 40 mg of a sample to a 90% helium/10% ammonia gas mixture for 30 
minutes. After this, the sample was heated in helium gas from ambient temperature to 723 K 
at a rate of 10 K/min, with the effluent gases monitored by a MicroStar mass spectrometer. 
Spent catalysts were also characterized by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), by monitoring 
the mass of the catalyst while heating it in air from 323 K to 1123 K at a rate of 10 K/min.
Pulse studies
A micro reactor was prepared by adding 0.020 g of the previously mentioned catalyst 
in a 900 μL Agilent GC liner (4 mm ID), and placed in the inlet of an Agilent 7890 gas 
chromatograph equipped with an Agilent 5975 mass spectrometer and a flame ionization 
detector. The inlet was maintained at a temperature of 250 C, in a pure helium atmosphere. 
Deactivation studies were carried out by injecting a 0.4 μL pulse of a 0.75 M solution of 
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1,2,6-hexanetriol into the gas chromatograph (20:1 split ratio), where it first contacts the 
microreactor before chromatographic analysis. The method was repeated 20 times to monitor 
the deactivation of the catalyst, with products identified by mass spectrometry and quantified 
with a flame ionization detector.
The derivative products 6-hydroxyhexanal and THP-2-M were also pulsed over a 
SiAl80 catalyst using the same method as the previous paragraph. The derivative products 
were pulsed once due to their conversions being significantly lower than that of 1,2,6-
hexanetriol.
Results
Catalyst Deactivation
Changes in catalyst properties with deactivation
Ammonia TPD plots of spent niobia catalyst are given in Figure 4.2. The broad 
shoulder in the acid site distribution corresponds to a second type of acid site with a differing 
acid strength, as discussed in the literature.15 After a small exposure (0.6 mmol/g-cat), the 
distribution of acid sites undergoes a shift, in which acid sites ranging from 200-300 °C are 
quickly lost. In terms of selectivity, this corresponds to the ceasing of production of 
aromatics, and an approach to steady state selectivity in Figure 4.3. Upon further exposure, 
the overall distribution tended to remain constant, but the total number of acid sites 
decreased. When compared to the acid site distribution from reactor studies carried out in 
previous work (Chapter 3, 750 mmol/g-cat exposure), the acid site distribution appears to 
remain constant even as the vast majority of acid sites are lost.
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Figure 4.2: Deactivation of niobia as a function of reagent exposure. Note the loss of acid site distribution in the 
range from 200 C – 300 C.
Selectivity changes with deactivation
Product selectivity
All of the tested catalysts deactivated with increasing reagent exposure, leading to 
both decreased activity and modified selectivity toward expected dehydration products for 
1,2,6-hexanetriol, such as 6-hydroxyhexanal and THP-2-M. Deactivation was noted to 
proceed in two major stages, the first being an observed change in catalyst selectivity, and 
the second being a stage with diminishing activity, but little change in selectivity. Figures 
4.3-4.6 provide examples of observed selectivity changes with reagent exposure. In the first 
stage, niobia and SiAl80 had significant selectivity toward aromatic products, with no 
aromatic selectivity observed from SiAl200 and SiAl400. 
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The niobia and silica-alumina catalysts also differed in the first stage in that niobia 
was almost completely selective toward pyrans whereas the silica-alumina catalysts were 
almost completely selective toward elimination (linear) products. As the catalyst deactivation 
proceeded to the second stage, the near-complete selectivity toward ring and linear products 
for niobia and the silica-alumina catalysts, respectively, gave way toward increased 
selectivity to the minority product, until an apparent steady-state selectivity is reached. For 
niobia, pyrans continue to remain the dominant dehydration product (approximately 70% 
selective at the end of the reaction), and for silica-alumina pyrans were also the dominant 
product, but to a lesser extent than niobia (51-60% selective).
Figure 4.3: Selectivity to dehydration products as a function of reagent exposure for the Niobia catalyst.
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Figure 4.4: Selectivity to dehydration products as a function of reagent exposure for the SiAl80 acid catalyst.
Figure 4.5: Selectivity to dehydration products as a function of reagent exposure for the SiAl200 acid catalyst.
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Figure 4.6: Selectivity to dehydration products as a function of reagent exposure for the SiAl400 acid catalyst.
Figure 4.7: S/X diagram showing selectivity trends for tested catalysts. Selectivity is defined in terms of molar 
selectivity to linear (elimination) products.
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Derivative product reactions
Dehydration of the derivative product THP-2-M carried out over an SiAl80 catalyst 
was found to have a very low conversion at 1.8% on the first pulse (compared to 100% 
conversion for 1,2,6-hexanetriol over all catalysts), with products including various methyl-
dihydropyrans (14% selectivity), THP-2-formaldehyde (78%), and dioxabicyclo[3.2.1]octane 
(8%), as illustrated in Figure 4.9. For 6-hydroxyhexanal, conversion on the first pulse was 
9.9%, with subsequent products including 1,6-hexanediol (20%), caprolactone (30%), 
bioxepane (18%), and various hexenals (32%), as shown in Figure 4.9.
The observed reactions for either THP-2-M of 6-hydroxyhexanal included 
dehydration reactions and hydride transfer reactions, with THP-2-M showing only removal 
of hydrogen at the methanol group, wheras 6-hydroxyhexanal could either lose hydrogen to 
form caprolactone, or gain hydrogen to form 1,6-hexanediol. Since the hydride transfer 
reactions observed exclusively involved alcohol and aldehyde groups on either molecule, the 
hydride transfer reactions are expected to be MPV-type hydride transfers, catalyzed in 
particular by the aluminum in the silica-alumina catalyst.
Figure 4.8: Products identified from pulse studies of THP-2-M.
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Figure 4.9: Products identified from pulse studies of 6-hydroxyhexanal.
Observed Products for 1,2,ω-triols and 1,3,5-pentanetriol
Major Pathways for 1,2,  ω triols  
Molecules identified by mass spectrometry for the dehydration of each triol were 
classified into four major reaction pathways. The first two major pathways result from the 
elimination of a hydroxyl group from a triol, and are divided into eliminations of either 
primary or secondary hydroxyl groups. The next two pathways result from the interaction of 
two hydroxyl groups to form a ring product, and the two pathways are divided as primary-
primary interactions and secondary-primary interactions.
Elimination of primary hydroxyls was only observed with glycerol, with the major 
observed product being hydroxyacetone. For elimination of secondary hydroxyls, most triols 
showed selectivity towards a corresponding hydroxyaldehyde, while glycerol showed 
selectivity toward acrolein with no observed hydroxy aldehyde. Rings were observed to form 
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in any situation where formation was not prohibited by ring strain (furans and larger rings 
formed readily, oxetanes were not observed), including rings originating from the 
protonation of a primary hydroxyl.
In addition to the major products mentioned, at high conversions the dehydration 
products also underwent subsequent dehydration and dehydrogenation reactions to form 
mono-oxygenates. Previous work with tetrahydropyran-2-methanol (THP-2-M) has found 
that ring products do not open in the presence of an acid catalyst, (Chapter 3) so derivative 
products were grouped with their parent dehydration product.
Differences and similarities for 1,3,5-pentanetriol
    1,3,5-pentanetriol was predicted to undergo the same four types of reactions (elimination 
or ring formation starting from a primary or secondary hydroxyl) as the 1,2,ω-triols. The 
observed products were consistent with this prediction, as the products consisted of 3-
hydroxy tetrahydropyran, and 2-hexene-1,5-diol. The principal difference between 1,3,5-
pentanediol and its 1,2,5 counterpart was that upon elimination of the secondary hydroxyl, 
the distance between it and the primary hydroxyls prohibited the formation of aldehydes at 
the tested conditions.
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Figure 4.10: Examples of dehydration products from the major pathways. Note that in addition to protonation of 
a primary or secondary hydroxyl group, the dehydration may proceed as an elimination, or ring formation via 
interaction with another hydroxyl group.
Selectivity trends for 1,2,ω triols and 1,3,5 pentanetriol
Selectivity by reaction type are given in Table 4.1, and depicted in a heat map in 
Figure 4.11. Glycerol was found to be an exception to all other triols as it was the only 
molecule to selectively dehydrate from a primary hydroxyl, and showed no ring product 
formation. All other triols were selective towards ring products, with an apparent minimum 
of linear product selectivity at 1,2,5-pentanetriol. Ring sizes ranged from furans (5 member) 
to oxepans (7 member), with secondary-primary cyclic ethers being preferred when a ring 
within this range could be formed. 1,3,5-pentanetriol displayed a significant change in 
selectivity compared to 1,2,5-pentanetriol, with a greatly enhanced selectivity toward the 
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elimination reaction. However, ring formation was still dominant, with 1,3,5-pentanetriol 
being 78% selective towards 3-hydroxytetrahydropyran, an ether formed from the two 
primary hydroxyl groups.
Figure 4.11: Selectivity trends for 1,2,ω triols and 1,3,5-pentanetriol, displayed as a heat map
Table 4.1: Selectivity to pathways based on triol hydroxyl locations for 1,2,ω-triols.
Triol
Primary 
elimination
Secondary 
elimination
Primary-
primary ethers
Secondary-primary 
ethers
1,2,3 73% 27% -- --
1,2,4 -- 4% 96% --
1,2,5 -- 2% 6% 90%
1,2,6 -- 22% 3% 75%
1,3,5 -- 22% 78% --
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Discussion
Deactivation effects
Given the observed changes in the niobia acid site distribution in Figure 4.2 at low 
reagent exposure, and the observed changes in acid site distribution from previous work in 
Chapter 3, the likely cause of selectivity changes during the dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol 
arise from shifts in acid site distribution as the catalyst is deactivating. Given that there are 
two distinct stages of deactivation and two observed types of acid sites, the differences in 
selectivity could be attributed to the dominance of one type of site during each stage.
For the silica-alumina catalysts, an increase in the silica-alumina ratio corresponds to 
a decrease in acid site density, which is observed to lead to a bypassing of any generation of 
aromatics. Further, the SiAl400 catalyst had a brief period of complete selectivity toward 
elimination products in general, and relatively high selectivity (>60%) towards α,ω-
dioxygenates in particular. The formation of aromatics is therefore proposed as being the far 
end of a series reaction which is not seen as acid site density is lost, and in the case of a lower 
starting acid site density, it is possible to avoid both selectivity toward pyrans (which comes 
with changes on the catalyst surface due to loss of particular acid sites), and series reactions 
which could consume α,ω-dioxygenates. 
Looking at the S/X diagram in Figure 4.7, the silica-alumina catalysts begin from a 
point of being selective toward linear products (for SiAl 80, this is initially muted by the 
proposed series selection to aromatics), and niobia begins by being highly selective toward 
pyrans, as shown by the very low linear selectivity. Both catalysts appear to converge as 
catalyst deactivation proceeds and overall conversion diminishes. Since the acid site 
distributions are able to change, as evidenced in Figure 4.2, the initial difference in 
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selectivity can be attributed to stronger acid sites dominating selectivity at first, with a 
weaker acid site becoming more prominent as the stronger sites deactivate more quickly. 
Given an apparent move toward convergence between the niobia and silica-alumina catalyst, 
this weak site may be a common type between both catalysts, such as a metal-hydroxyl sites 
observed by Ligthart et. al.15
The results from the computational study point to interaction between catalyst and 
reagent as being important for selectivity to ring and linear products. Early in the reaction, 
the strong sites on the niobia catalyst may favor binding 1,2,6-hexanetriol to the surface for a 
sufficiently long period to enable ring formation, wheras the silica-alumina catalyst may 
favor protonation of the 2-hydroxyl over surface interaction and resulting ring formation.
Hydride transfer reactions
Hydride transfers observed among derivative products were exclusively of the type 
involving the removal or addition of hydrogen to C-O bonds, leading to the formation of 
alcohols, aldehydes, and lactones. This type of hydride transfer is consistent with the MPV 
reduction and Oppenauer oxidation, which is evidenced by 6-hydroxyhexanal showing 
significantly more activity toward this kind of reaction. The formation of caprolactone can 
also be attributed to this type of reaction, in which the hydroxyl group and aldehyde groups 
on 6-hydroxyhexanal can form a hemiacetal, which can in turn be dehydrogenated through 
Oppenauer oxidation with another molecule of 6-hydroxyhexanal.
The implcation of these hydride transfer reactions is that any dehydration carried out 
on a polyhydroxylated molecule could yield ketones and aldehydes, which can in turn be 
active for MPV-type hydride transfer reactions.
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Hydroxyl group interactions and chain length effects
A consistent selectivity trend across most polyols was selectivity toward ring 
products, with the only exception occurring in glycerol. Based on previous work on the 
dehydration mechanism,14 ring formation occurs because the electron density of the nearby 
hydroxyl aids in stabilization of the carbocation ion formed during dehydration, which in turn 
aids the nucleophilic attack by the hydroxyl group. The primary limitation for this effect is 
ring strain. In the case of glycerol, the smallest conceivable ring product that could form is a 
4-membered ring, which has markedly higher ring strain than 5-member and higher rings. 
The ring strain effect is also seen when contrasting 1,2,5- and 1,3,5-pentanetriol, as the 1,3,5-
triol cannot form a ring between it's 3-hydroxyl and a terminal hydroxyl without high ring 
strain. Because of the ring strain barrier, both the absence of selectivity towards a secondary-
primary ring and increased selectivity toward linear products are observed.
One unexpected result from the polyol study is selectivity toward products that begin 
with protonation of a primary hydroxyl group. Since the dehydration reaction is an acid 
catalyzed elimination which forms a carbocation ion intermediate, selectivity toward 
primary-primary rings was expected to be relatively minor when compared to selectivity 
toward secondary elimination products. However, the stabilization effect that promotes ring 
formation appears to have a greater effect than the relative stability of a secondary 
carbocation ion over a primary carbocation. This phenomenon can be used to selectively 
dehydrate primary hydroxyl groups over secondary, given that a secondary-primary ring 
structure with a 5-membered ring or larger is unable to form.
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While elimination reactions generally were not favored outside of elimination 
reactions for glycerol, a chain length effect was observed in the form of a minimum of 
selectivity toward the elimination reaction for 1,2,5-pentanetriol, with increasing selectivity 
for both shorter and longer chains. The reason for the minimum comes from a convergence 
of two selectivity trends, the first being the well-known trend of selective protonation of 
secondary hydroxyl groups over primary (due to carbocation stability), and the 
aforementioned trend of selectivity toward ring products. Since 1,2,5-pentanetriol is large 
enough to form a secondary-primary ring with its 2- and 5-position hydroxyl groups, 
selective protonation of the 2-position hydroxyl plus the tendency to form rings would 
predictably favor the nearly quantitative selectivity toward the observed furan ring in Figure 
4.11. For shorter chain molecules, ring strain would prevent formation of a secondary-
primary ring, though for 1,2,4-butanetriol a primary-primary furan ring is still highly favored 
with near quantitative selectivity. For larger polyols, namely 1,2,6-hexanetriol, a proposed 
cause of the increased selectivity toward secondary elimination products is increased 
interaction between the polyol and the surface. Adsorption of polyols onto a catalyst surface 
has been tested in the literature with zeolites, and has been found to increase dramatically 
with increasing chain length.16 Also, work by Buntara et. al.9 has shown that in liquid water, 
1,2,6-hexanetriol can dehydrate to THP-2-M, the secondary-primary ring, with up to 99% 
selectivity.
Selectivity to the four major reaction pathways, when controlling hydroxyl locations, 
can be described in terms of selectivity arising from protonation of a primary or secondary 
hydroxyl group, along with the effect of ring strain on the likelihood of forming a ring 
product. The ring strain effect dominates over the relative stability of a primary or secondary 
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carbocation, but when rings can form from either pathway, the protonation of a secondary 
hydroxyl is favored as expected for an acid-catalyzed elimination. 
Conclusions
Interaction between a polyol and the catalyst surface was found to be a major driving 
force for selectivity in the dehydration of polyols. This was expressed both in terms of 
changing selectivities when using different types of catalysts, and in terms of the extent of 
catalyst deactivation. Hydroxyl group locations also had a significant impact on dehydration 
selectivity, with the unexpected result that primary hydroxyl groups can be selectively 
dehydrated when it is possible to either form a cyclic ether between two primary hyrdroxyls, 
or eliminate a secondary hydroxyl without the possibility of forming a secondary-primary 
ring. This observation spans multiple carbon chain lengths of polyols, and multiple hydroxyl 
group arrangements.
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CHAPTER V: DIRECTING POLYOL DEHYDRATION VIA MODIFICATION OF ACID 
CATALYSTS WITH METALS
A paper to be submitted to Green Chemistry
Michael Nolan, Anita Bejile, Shirley-Luz Enombo, Brent Shanks
Abstract
Metal-acid bifunctional catalysts consisting of an acidic silica-alumina support and 
one of a slate of hydrogenating metals (nickel, copper, platinum, palladium, ruthenium), were 
tested for their ability to drive selectivity in the dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol in the gas 
phase. Changes in selectivity for the parallel reaction between linear α,ω-dioxygenates and 
pyran rings was found to be the driver for selectivity instead of ring-opening of pyrans to 
α,ω-dioxygenates. Selectivity was shown to be controlled by metal type and loading, with the 
highest observed selectivity to linear α,ω-dioxygenates occurring at low loading of platinum 
on silica-alumina, and the highest selectivity to pyrans was observed over nickel on silica-
alumina.
Introduction
Interest in biorenewable alternatives to chemicals based on fossil carbon is leading to 
the development of new classes of biorenewable chemicals,1 and to new catalytic pathways 
that convert biorenewable feedstocks to conventional commodity chemicals.2-4 Catalyst 
development has focused on selective removal of oxygen from sugars and polyols, and 
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dehydration has proven to be an effective route to selective removal of hydroxyl groups.5-8 
Selective dehydration can be defined in a few forms, the first being the selective removal of a 
specified number of hydroxyl groups (i.e. selective production of a dioxygenate instead of a 
mono-oxygenate), followed by selective removal of specific hydroxyl groups on the 
molecule, and finally selective elimination or ring formation, which is desired for the 
production of α,ω-dioxygenates from polyols, 5,6 or the production of isosorbide from 
sorbitol,9 respectively.
1,2,6-hexanetriol is an effective molecule for testing catalyst selectivity and design, as 
its three hydroxyl groups lend enough complexity to test for selective elimination vs. ring-
opening and selective removal of just one hydroxyl group instead of two, but do not add the 
additional complexity of higher polyols (the ability to form multiple ring systems, for 
example). The selective dehydration and hydrogenation of the triol is of interest as a pathway 
from 5-HMF to 1,6-hexanediol and caprolactone, and it is known that acid catalysis will 
selectively protonate the 2-position hydroxyl group. A known barrier in selectively 
eliminating the 2-position hydroxyl is that the dehydration reaction has a propensity to form a 
pyran ring between the 2- and 6- position hydroxyls. Currently, the best known method of 
producing 1,6-hexanediol from 1,2,6-hexanetriol is to use a Brønsted acid to quantitatively 
convert the triol to the pyran THP-2-M, and to then follow up by ring-opening the pyran to 
1,6-hexanediol vis selective hydrogenolysis. 5
Experimental work has found that the best catalyst for the purpose is an alloy of a 
hydrogenating metal and an oxophilic metal (rhodium-rhenium and platinum-rhenium are 
examples), and computational work has shown that the selectivity for the hydrogenolysis 
comes from the acidity of the oxophilic metal. 6 Quantitative selectivities can be achieved 
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using this route, but only in the limit of using relatively large amounts of catalyst (9-to-1 
reagent to catalyst ratio), at low conversions. Otherwise, the catalyst will carry out further 
hydrogenolysis and produce n-hexanol.6
Work with gas-phase dehydration has found that solid acid catalysts will dehydrate 
1,2,6-hexanetriol in the gas phase, and that selectivity is driven by catalyst properties. 
(Chapters 3-4) The addition of metals to acid catalysts may yield some of the same synergies 
as those seen in rhodium-rhenium alloys, leading to ring-opening of pyrans. Further, the 
metals may modify the surface properties of the catalyst, which could also lead to enhanced 
selectivity from the direct dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol.
Methods
Catalyst preparation
Preparation of silica-alumina supports
The silica-alimuna catalysts utilized in this study was prepared by precipitation in the 
following method: sodium metasilicate and aluminum sulfate hexadecahydrate were weighed 
out in accordance with the desired silica-alumina ratio, and dissolved in 500 mL of water in a 
stirred round-bottom flask. Once the reagents were fully dissolved, hydrochloric acid (stock 
solution diluted to 10 vol% in water) was added until the solution began to precipitate at a pH 
of about 8.5. The acid was then added dropwise until the solution reached a pH of 
approximately 7, then was filtered in a vacuum filtering flask, and was washed 3 times with 
deionized water. The filter cake was dried at 110 °C for 24 hours (until the gel was fully 
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dried), and then crushed in a mortar and pestle to produce a catalyst powder. The powder was 
then calcined in air at 500 °C for 4 hours.
Preparation of bifunctional catalysts
Metals were supported on silica-alumina supports via an incipient wetness method, in 
which a given metal salt (chloroplatinic acid hydrate, palladium (II) chloride, nickel (II) 
nitrate hexahydrate, copper (II) nitrate trihydrate, or ruthenium (III) chloride hydrate, all 
from Sigma-Aldrich) was first dissolved in an 0.1 M solution of ammonium nitrate, and 
deposited onto the silica-alumina support according to its pore size. The wet catalyst was 
then dried for two hours at 120 °C, and calcined at 500 °C for 4 hours. Next, the catalysts 
were pelleted in a Carver benchtop pellet press at 40,000 psi, broken into small pellets, and 
sieved to achieve a pellet size range from 700 μm to 1 mm. Finally, the catalysts were 
reduced in flowing hydrogen at 500 °C, and transferred in a hydrogen environment to a 
oxygen- and water-free glove box for storage prior to reaction testing. Catalysts were named 
by their silica-alumina ratio and supported metal. For example, a silica-alumina catalyst with 
a silicon:aluminum ratio of 80:1 supporting 1 wt% of platinum was named SiAl80-Pt-1%.
Catalyst characterization
The catalysts were characterized by hydrogen temperature programmed reduction 
(TPR) to obtain the reduction temperature, and ammonia temperature programmed 
desorption (TPD) for active site characterization.
A typical TPD experiment was carried out by heating approximately 60 mg of a 
catalyst sample in inert helium gas from ambient temperature to 700 °C at a rate of 10 
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°C/min, to eliminate chemisorbed water and observe water chemisorption temperatures. After 
this, the sample was cooled to 50 °C, exposed to a 90% helium/10% ammonia gas mixture 
for 30 minutes, and the gases switched back to pure helium until the ammonia gas was 
purged from the sample container. The sample was then heated to 700 °C in helium gas at a 
rate of 10 °C/min, and the quantity of ammonia desorbed over the temperature range was 
recorded. The observed peaks for each catalyst were integrated to get the number of acid sites 
for each peak. The peaks were integrated assuming they were Gaussian peaks, and the 
integration method and example charts are given in the Supporting Information.
Flow reactor studies utilizing 1,2,6-hexanetriol
General flow reactor procedure
A 10 wt% solution of 1,2,6-hexanetriol in deionized water was injected into a 
stainless steel preheating tube by syringe pump at a rate of 50 ml/hr, and hydrogen was also 
introduced to the same tube at a flow rate of 100 ml/min at STP. The triol evaporated and 
mixed with the hydrogen inside of this preheating tube, and the resulting vapor stream then 
flowed into a packed-bed flow reactor (1/2 inch OD steel tube, 6 inch long bed). The bed was 
packed with a small quantity of catalyst diluted in 1 mm glass beads. After the reaction, the 
effluent stream flowed into a condenser, where the products condensed inside of a chilled 
volume and dripped out to a collection vial. The residence time of the condenser was 
maintained at 1 minute or greater, as shorter residence times led to insufficient condensation 
and significant vapor losses. The hydrogen from the effluent stream exited the condenser 
through an exit line at the top of the condenser, and the liquid products were collected in a 
vial at the bottom of the condenser.
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Temperatures were monitored at the end of the preheating tube, and at the beginning 
and end of the packed bed, and all three temperatures were maintained within 3 °C of the set 
point temperature, which was 300 °C. 20 mL samples were taken by injecting 20 mL into the 
reactor (24 minutes at 50 mL/hr) at the above conditions at a steady rate, and the flow was 
stopped until the effluent was fully collected (typically 10 minutes). From the overall sample, 
1 g was used to prepare a gas chromatogram (GC) sample, and 10 μL of methanol was added 
as an internal standard. The GC sample was then analyzed in an Agilent 7890 gas 
chromatogram with a flame ionization detector and mass spectrometer. Molecules not readily 
identified (i.e. greater than 85% statistical match) in the NIST mass spectral libraries were 
interpreted manually, and the interpretation is given in the supplemental information.
Additional testing with THP-2-M
Ring-opening of THP-2-M, an expected product in the dehydration of 1,2,6-
hexanetriol, was hypothesized as contributing to the changes in selectivity observed in earlier 
sections. This hypothesis was tested by running the reaction with a 10 wt% solution of THP-
2-M instead of 1,2,6-hexanetriol over the SiAl80-Pt-1% catalyst.
Results
Catalyst properties
Acid site distributions were obtained by integrating the TPD signal, comparing the 
integrated peaks to a standard, and then deconvoluting the peaks as described in previous 
work (Chapter 2). Four types of peaks were identified for silica-alumina, with the SiAl80 
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catalyst's acid site distribution shown in Figure 5.1. TPD-MS also revealed that the first three 
peaks are acid sites (desorbed ammonia), but that the last peak contains only desorbed water, 
which points to silanol decomposition. Going from left to right, therefore. the four peaks are 
very weak acid sites, weak acid sites, strong acid sites, and non-reactive silanol groups. Once 
a metal is added, the distribution makes a number of changes. An example is given in Figure 
5.2 with SiAl80-Pt, with additional TPD data for the other catalysts given in Appendix D. 
The third peak (strong acids) appears to be deleted from the distribution, and the weak acid 
sites turn out to be both fewer in number and weaker in terms of the peak temperature. Based 
on results from Chapter 4, this loss of acidity should lead to both lower activity, and to a 
selectivity change in which ring and linear selectivity approach parity.
Figure 5.1: Silica-alumina (80:1 Si:Al ratio) with no metal added. The included plots are the original TPD acid 
distribution (bold dotted line), estimated distribution (bold dashed line), very weak acid sites (triangle), weak 
acid sites (x), strong acid sites (+), and silanol groups (diamond).
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Figure 5.2: Silica-alumina (80:1 Si:Al ratio) with 1% platinum. The included plots are the original TPD acid 
distribution (bold dotted line), estimated distribution (bold dashed line), very weak acid sites (triangle), weak 
acid sites (x), strong acid sites (+), and silanol groups (diamond).
Reaction testing
Silica-alumina ratio
Changes in the silica-alumina ratio of the acidic support did not produce a discernible 
effect on reaction activity or selectivity, as all measures of activity and selectivity led to flat 
trends across the tested range of silica-alumina ratios (Figure 5.3). When the silica-alumina 
ratio is relatively large (10 or higher), changes in the ratio tend to change the acid site density 
of the catalyst, as acid sites arising from isolated aluminum on a silica surface tend to be the 
dominant acid site.10 However, since the addition of metal tends to reduce the overall number 
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of acid sites, the metal's affect may influence the reaction far more than any change in the 
silica-alumina ratio.
Figure 5.3: Conversion and selectivity as a function of silica-alumina ratio for the dehydration of 1,2,6-
hexanetriol over a silica-alumina catalyst. All of the listed catalysts have a 1wt.% platinum loading.
Activity and deactivation changes
In the absence of metal, an acid catalyst will typically deactivate while dehydrating 
polyols, with the data from Chapter 2 and Appendix B pointing to the buildup of coke on the 
catalyst surface as being a contributing factor. With the addition of metals, however, the 
catalyst becomes surprisingly stable, with little or no apparent loss in activity across all 
samples taken. The raw conversion data is shown in Figure 5.4. In some cases, like that for 
SiAl80-Cu, the catalyst appears to become more active as the reaction proceeds. The raw 
selectivity data, which is included in Appendix E, also suggests that selectivity does not 
change in the same manner it would change for an acid catalyst. Therefore, a proposed 
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explanation is that the metals may be preventing coke buildup on the catalyst surface, which 
means that even with a diminished number and strength of acid sites, the metal-acid catalysts 
are able to achieve a higher and longer-lasting activity by preventing deactivation.
Figure 5.4: Conversion of 1,2,6-hexanetriol over metal-acid catalysts as a function of time on stream.
Metal loading effect
Increasing the metal loading on the silica-alumina catalyst led to changes in both 
activity and selectivity for dehydrating 1,2,6-hexanetriol, with the no-loading case favoring a 
low conversion and higher pyran selectivity, and the higher-loading case having an order of 
magnitude higher conversion and parity in ring-linear selectivity. The trend is illustrated in 
Figure 5.5. Overall, a clear downward progression in pyran selectivity and upward 
progression in both linear and mono-oxygenate selectivity can be seen. Regarding selectivity 
to 1,6-hexanediol and its precursors, however, the increased selectivity to linear products 
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does not lead to increased selectivity to α,ω-dioxygenates, as selectivity is instead lost to a 
second dehydration to mono-oxygenates. This creates a clear optimum at low platinum 
loadings, in which the addition of platinum boosts activity and linear selectivity, but not 
enough to begin creating mono-oxgenates.
Metal type effect
The addition of different types of 1 wt.% of metal onto a silica-alumina catalyst had a 
variety of effects on catalyst selectivity, which points to apparent differences in the chemistry 
that each of the metals brings to the dehydration reaction. The results are shown in Figure 
5.6, with the results for silica-alumina with no metal given for the purpose of comparison. All 
catalysts gained a significant increase in activity from the added metal, ranging from a factor 
of 3 to 7 increase. The nickel catalyst was the only metal to show increased selectivity to 
pyrans, wheras the others displayed a noticeable increase in linear selectivity. The copper 
catalyst was unique in that it was the only catalyst to be more selective to linear products 
than ring products, with a nearly 50% selectivity to 1,6-hexanediol or an unsaturated α,ω-
dioxygenate.
Additional testing with THP-2-M
THP-2-M was also found to ring-open over a SiAl80-Ni catalyst at 300 °C at very 
low yield (0.4%). The principal ring-opening product was found to be an unsaturated 1,6-
hexanediol. The identification was made based on the mass spectrum of the product, which 
closely matched the spectrum for unsaturated 1,6-hexanediol in Chapter 2. When 1,2,6-
hexanetriol was run over the same catalyst at the same conditions, the total conversion was 
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about an order of magnitude higher (5.1%), and the yield of linear products was about 3 
times higher (1.2%). The pyran yield from the same reaction was 3.8%. If ring-opening is 
factored into the linear product yield, using the same yield from the THP-2-M results, then 
the ring-opening of pyrans would increase the linear product yield by 0.015%, about a 1.2% 
change. THP-2-M was also found to ring-open over a SiAl80-Pt catalyst at 325 °C at very 
low yield (0.4%), and at 300 °C conversion was negligible. The same unsaturated diol was 
identified as the principal ring-opening product.
Figure 5.5: Conversion and selectivity as a function of platinum metal loading for the dehydration of 1,2,6-
hexanetriol over a silica-alumina catalyst.
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Figure 5.6: Effect of metal type on conversion and selectivity for the dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol over 
silica-alumina. All metals were added to a silica-alumina (80:1 Si:Al) catalyst with 1 wt.% metal loading.
Discussion
Ring-opening of THP-2-M
Given the changes in acid site distribution in Figure 5.2, and the negligible turnover 
for ring-opening of THP-2-M, it is reasonable to rule out the ring-opening reaction as a driver 
of selectivity for the dehydration of 1,2,6-hexanetriol over the tested catalysts. At the catalyst 
testing conditions, ring-opening of THP-2-M was not observed, and at elevated temperatures 
ring-opening remained a low-yielding reaction. Changes in selectivity, therefore, should be 
attributed to changes in selectivity for the parallel reaction to either ring or linear products, as 
opposed to crossover between the two classes of products after the initial dehydration 
reaction. Also of interest was the saturation state of the ring-opened product. While work by 
Chia et. al. points to hydrogenolysis of the C-O bond, in the current work an unsaturated diol 
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was produced in small quantities. While ring-opening seems to have occurred, the 
corresponding hydrogenation did not, apparently because the reaction conditions do not favor 
the hydrogenation of the double bond. According to the mechanism for the ring opening 
reaction, the oxygen atom is protonated, and the metal functionality assists with both the 
stability of the resulting oxocarbenium ion, and with hydrogenation.6 Therefore, the metal 
functionality appears to continue to assist in creating a stable intermediate, even in the 
absence of hydrogenation, as the reaction has not been observed at the same conditions over 
an acid catalyst without metal.
Modification of acid sites as observed by TPD
The addition of metals to the silica-alumina catalyst lead to noticeable decreases in 
the number and strength of acid sites, which is apparent in the TPD acid site distributions 
given in Figure 5.2 and Figures D.1 to D.3 in Appendix D. In all cases, strong acid sites were 
largely deleted, leaving behind only weak acid sites. The propensity for the added metal to 
delete strong sites selectively appears to be related to the chemistry of either site. According 
to work carried out by Hensen et. al., a major difference in strong and weak sites is that 
strong sites in silica-alumina tend to be the same type of site as observed in zeolites,10 namely 
a bridging hydroxyl between a silicon and aluminum atom which will readily protonate 
molecules or undergo ion exchange.11,12 Weak acid sites are more characteristic of aluminol 
groups, which gain some strength when isolated on a silica surface, but not enough to exhibit 
the same chemistry as a bridging hydroxyl.10 During the impregnation of the silica-alumina 
catalyst with metal, the metal ions could conceivably exchange with the protons on strong 
acid sites, which would lead to selective deletion. Since work in Chapter 4 pointed to 
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changes in the catalyst acid distribution leading to changes in selectivity, the shift in 
distribution created by the addition of metal is proposed to be a major contributing factor, as 
the metals did not display significant ring-opening capability.
Manipulation of catalyst activity and selectivity with metals
The addition of a variety of metals upon a silica-alumina catalyst have led to 
improved activity, and in most cases an improvement in selectivity as well. The observation 
that the metals did not universally move selectivity in the same direction is also of interest, as 
one may wish to move selectivity toward ring products under certain circumstances. Aside 
from the universal increase in activity, three additional trends were observed, namely a 
lowered propensity for the metal-acid catalysts to deactivate, a continuing increase in the 
direction of activity and selectivity with metal loading, and a phenomenological observation 
for nickel, palladium and platinum (group 10 metals), in which pyran selectivity decreases as 
one proceeds down the group 10 column on the periodic table.
Looking at the activity vs. TOS plot in Figure 5.4, it is apparent that only one of the 5 
metal-acid catalysts showed any apparent deactivation over the course of the reaction 
(SiAl80-Ni), and in even that individual case, the magnitude of deactivation was far less than 
that of silica-alumina without metal. While the changes in the acid site distributions point to a 
clear decrease in the number and strength of acid sites, the absence of deactivation helps to 
explain why it is that the metal-acid catalysts were observed to be more active regardless of 
starting with fewer acid sites. Adding additional metal also boosted activity both in the sense 
of increased conversion and selectivity to mono-oxygenates (which arise from 1,2,6-
hexanetriol being dehydrated twice), and from the tested range of platinum metal loadings, a 
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maximum in selectivity to α,ω-dioxegenates was reached at relatively low loading (0.5% Pt). 
The low loading case appears to be the best case in a tradeoff between improved selectivity 
in the parallel dehydration reaction of 1,2,6-hexanetriol to linear products and ring products, 
along with maximized selectivity in the series reaction to dioxygenates instead of further 
dehydration to mono-oxygenates.
Conclusions
The selectivity in the polyol dehydration reaction can be modified via catalyst surface 
modification with metals. The addition of copper brought the greatest improvement in 
selectivity toward linear products when dehydrating 1,2,6-hexanetriol, and metal loading also 
had a positive correlation with linear product selectivity. While ring-opening of pyran 
products was an insignificant part of the reaction at the tested conditions, it can be 
demonstrated that adding metals can change selectivity in dehydration over an acid catalyst, 
which points to further surface modification to optimize selectivity.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Catalytic Toolbox
At the beginning of this work, we had set out to build a “catalytic toolbox” that would 
permit the rational design of selective dehydration catalysts for polyol precursors. After 
investigating the role of reactor conditions, acid properties, deactivation, hydroxyl group 
locations, and surface modification with metals, rules for modifying the outcome of a 
dehydration reaction have been discovered, and are summarized by the various selectivity 
parameters laid out in the introduction.
Dehydration vs. other reactions
Dehydration was the primary reaction observed in all of our experiments, with the 
only notable side reactions being MPV-type hydride transfers. This side reaction occurred 
whenever a triol dehydrated to a hydroxyaldehyde, as the aldehyde group is both very 
reactive and necessary for the hydride transfer to occur. This led to the formation molecules 
with 1 less or greater degree of saturation than expected for a molecule that had been 
dehydrated once. One can conclude that gas-phase dehydration over a solid acid catalyst can 
be carried out selectively with minimal cracking or other reactions.
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Selective protonation of primary and secondary alcohols
In the vast majority of cases, the dehydration was entirely selective toward 
protonating a secondary alcohol, which in turn would lead to the formation of a 
hydroxyaldehyde or ring product. However, in cases where a ring could not form due to ring 
strain between a secondary and primary alcohol, but a ring product could form between an α 
and ω hydroxyl, selectivity to a primary-primary ring would dominate. Based on this 
observation, propensity to form rings should be taken into account if one is seeking to avoid 
dehydrating at a primary hydroxyl.
Single versus multiple dehydrations
The number of hydroxyl groups removed from a polyol was found to be related to 
catalyst activity, and production of mono-oxygenates from triols was often found to be a 
significant side reaction in systems that were relatively selective (35% or greater) to linear 
products. An exception was found with low loading of platinum on an acid catalyst, which 
yielded relatively high (greater than 35%) selectivity with little loss in the form of mono-
oxygenate production.
Elimination vs. ring formation
Elimination (leading to linear products) and ring formation selectivity tended to be 
entwined with catalyst activity, and with selectivity to mono-oxygenates. In general, acid 
catalysts favor production of ring products over linear products in most cases. However, 
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linear product selectivity can be improved by raising reaction temperatures, using stronger 
acid catalysts, or by modifying the catalyst's surface properties. The only issue, however, is 
that a tradeoff often appears in that improved linear selectivity also leads to increased 
production of mono-oxygenates.
Future Work
The next phase of this work, to be carried out by my colleague Anita Bejile, will be to 
continue investigation into the matter of modifying acid catalysts in order to further control 
selectivity in the dehydration of polyols, and to apply the discoveries made with triols upon 
higher-order polyols. For catalyst modification, the higher linear selectivity of copper-doped 
silica-alumina continues to be a topic of investigation, with copper-loading and adjustment of 
the silica-alumina ratio in the low Si:Al ratio range (10:1 and lower) currently being 
investigated. 1,2,5,6-hexanetetraol will be the next polyol to be tested after completing work 
on triols, which will add complexity to the current work by looking at the selective removal 
of two secondary hydroxyls instead of one, along with a larger number of possible ring 
systems that may form. The knowledge gained from triols and this tetraol can then, ideally, 
be applied to selective dehydration of sugar alcohols.
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APPENDIX A: CATALYST CHARACTERIZATION DATA
Catalyst properties
Zeolite catalyst series
The zeolite catalysts tested in our catalyst slate included two ZSM-5 catalysts of 
differing Si/Al ratios, a Y zeolite catalyst, and a mordenite catalyst. TPD results show 
comparable high-temperature acid strengths for H-ZSM5 and Mordenite, with a significantly 
weaker high-temperature site for Y zeolite, as shown in Figure 2.2. Peak heights and areas 
correspond to acid site densities, which are consistent with the literature in that the density of 
acid sites are driven by the amount of aluminum in the zeolite structure, for this range of 
silica to alumina ratios.15 
The amorphous silica-alumina used in this study showed a low quantity of mid-
strength acid sites and broad distribution of high-strength sites, which gives a distinctly 
different distribution as shown in Figure 2.4. The shoulder at the bottom of the first peak 
(~140-150 °C) is very small relative to the second broad peak (which is characteristic for the 
high-strength sites), indicating a reduction or possible absence of that type of acid site. 
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Figure A.1: Ammonia TPD plots of zeolite catalysts in catalyst slate.
Figure A.2: Ammonia TPD chart of amorphous silica-alumina catalyst used in catalyst series.
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Table A.1: Surface areas and acid properties for zeolite, silica-alumina catalyst
Heteropolyacid catalysts and silica support
The silica support utilized for the heteropolyacid catalysts showed only a small 
quantity of low-strength acid sites, corresponding to the surface silanols on the catalyst. 
Activity data for the silica, which will be discussed in more detail later, also corresponds to 
the lack of higher-strength acid sites; silica is statistically inactive compared to the 
background. While the silico-tungstate is known to have a higher acid strength than the 
phospho-tungstate,10,12 the TPD data shows the two acids as having nearly equivalent acid site 
distributions, as shown in Figure 2.5 and Table 2.2. Further, studies of acid catalyst strength 
with Hammett indicators indicate that the HPAs should be comparable to or stronger than the 
ZSM-5 catalysts,18 but the TPD results show the HPAs as being significantly weaker than all 
other catalysts. 
ZSM5 H-mordenite ZSM5 Zeolite Y
Catalyst Units Silica-Alumina CBV 3024 CBV 90A CBV 8014 CBV 780
Si/Al ratio 4.9:1 30:1 90:1 80:1 80:1
BET Surface Area 593.6 381.2 468.7 570.7 676.1
Zeolite  pore diameter Angstroms N/A 5.5 6.5 5.5 7.4
TPD low temp C 78.6 95.7 78.8 85.4 77.6
site density (mmol/g) mmol/g 0.141207 0.6 0.167272 0.245058 0.161
TPD mid temp C 111.8 163.8 107.7 135.4 100.4
site density (mmol/g) mmol/g 0.1365485 0.328 0.238728 0.271942 0.0572516
TPD high temp C 221.1 384 369.4 351.7 271.2
site density (mmol/g) mmol/g 0.327184 0.477 0.325 0.18 0.061
m2/g
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The most likely cause can be found in the heat pretreatment (water desorption) step, 
shown in Figure 2.6. The peaks at 80-150 °C are typical physisorbed and chemisorbed water 
observed for all of the catalysts in the slate, but the peaks at 400-450 °C are unique to the 
HPAs. These are likely decomposition peaks, and the nearly identical ammonia peaks paired 
with these decomposition peaks means that the ammonia TPD is merely showing 
decomposed tungstate, perhaps tungsten oxide. Previous work has produced different 
ammonia TPD charts with the peaks at 400-450 °C being claimed as acid peaks,19 but the 
peaks were produced without ammonia in this project, and as such the identity of the 
desorption/decomposition peaks is an open question requiring further investigation. In the 
context of this project, the reported acid strengths of the HPAs will have to be treated with 
skepticism in light of previous work on HPA acid strength.
Figure A.3: Ammonia TPD chart for two supported heteropolyacids, and for the silica support.
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Figure A.4: TPD chart of heteropolyacids without a probe molecule. TCD response corresponds to desorption 
of water, or gases related to decomposition of the heteropolyacid.
Table A.2: Surface areas and acid site properties for heteropolyacid catalysts
Niobia catalyst
The amorphous niobia catalyst was a relatively weak catalyst in terms of acid 
strength. The acid strength distribution, as shown in Figure 2.8, shows the typical low-
strength physisorption peak, followed by a set of convoluted peaks.
Catalyst Units silica WP-20 WSi-20
BET Surface Area 212.3 203.8 219.5
TPD low temp C 74.2 85.4 84.6
site density (mmol/g) mmol/g 0.012 0.18492 0.128304
TPD high temp C 150.7 152.4
m2/g
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Figure A.5: Ammonia TPD chart for the amorphous niobia catalyst employed in our catalyst slate.
Table A.3: Surface area and acid properties of the amorphous niobia catalyst
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Catalyst Units Niobia
BET Surface Area 140
TPD low temp C 86.3
site density (mmol/g) mmol/g 0.098412
TPD mid temp C 132
site density (mmol/g) mmol/g 0.182368
TPD high temp C 233
site density (mmol/g) mmol/g 0.275776
m2/g
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APPENDIX B: ADDITIONAL TGA DATA FOR ARGON/HYDROGEN ENVIRONMENT 
STUDY
Figure B.1:  TGA comparison of Y zeolite catalysts after reaction with 1,2,6-hexanetriol.
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Figure B.2:  TGA comparison of phosphotungstate on silica catalysts after reaction with 1,2,6-hexanetriol.
Figure B.3:  TGA comparison of phosphotungstate on silica catalysts after reaction with 1,2,6-hexanetriol.
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APPENDIX C: TPD-MS DATA AND DATA PROCESSING
    One of the challenges associated with characterizing spent catalyst is the catalyst changing 
during pretreatment steps, such as high-temperature drying to remove water and other 
physisorbed gases from a catalyst sample. TPD-MS can be used to qualitatively measure 
changes in catalyst acid properties, as it can identify molecules based on molecular weight. 
However, molecules such as water and ammonia can decompose under ionizing conditions in 
the mass spectrometer, leading to the formation of [M-1]+ ions in addition to the molecular 
ion. Since [M-1] for water corresponds to the molecular ion for ammonia, we needed a meas 
of subtracting out the water contribution to the signal for ammonia.
    The method begins by noting that the ratio of water and OH+ ions tends to remain 
constant, and the ratio can be calculated by observing the m/z=18 and m/z=17 signals for 
water in the absence of physisorbed ammonia. To measure the ratio, the TPD-MS method 
mentioned in the experimental section was carried out on 0.1000g of amorphous silica-
alumina in the absence of ammonia or any other probe gas. Using the m/z=18 and m/z=17 
curves from the run, we multiplied the m/z=17 slope by a constant, and calculated an R^2 
value. The ratio of water to hydroxonium was found to be 3.258:1, giving an R^2 of 0.9915.
    Using this information, water contributions can be subtracted from the m/z curves of TPD-
MS data to get an ammonia curve.  The ammonia curves constructed from this water-
subtraction method are shown in Figures B1 and B2:
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Figure C.1: TPD-MS of fresh amorphous niobia catalyst. The three curves are the m/z=18 
curve (solid), m/z=17 curve (dot-dash), and the constructed ammonia curve (dotted)
Figure C.2: TPD-MS of fresh H-ZSM5 catalyst. The three curves are the m/z=18 curve (solid), m/z=17 curve 
(dot-dash), and the constructed ammonia curve (dotted)
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APPENDIX D: ADDITIONAL TPD DATA FOR METAL-ACID BIFUNCITONAL 
CATALYSTS
Figure D.1: TPD plot for silica alumina (80:1 Si:Al ratio) with 1 wt.% copper loading.
Figure D.2: TPD plot for silica alumina (80:1 Si:Al ratio) with 1 wt.% nickel loading.
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Figure D.3: TPD plot for silica alumina (80:1 Si:Al ratio) with 1 wt.% palladium loading.
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APPENDIX E: RAW SELECTIVITY DATA FOR DEHYDRATION OF 1,2,6-HEXANETRIOL 
OVER METAL-ACID BIFUNCTIONAL CATALYSTS
Major product categories
SiAl80 
(no metal) TOS (min) All pyrans All linear 1,6 precursors
Sial80-1 24 57.29% 41.21% 2.21%
Sial80-2 48 59.23% 37.05% 12.64%
Sial80-3 72 74.29% 18.30% 18.30%
Sial80-4 96 66.57% 26.38% 22.76%
Sial80-5 120 71.59% 20.40% 20.40%
Sial80-Cu TOS (min) All pyrans All linear 1,6 precursors
Sial80-Cu-1 24 47.99% 52.01% 52.01%
Sial80-Cu-2 48 40.71% 59.29% 49.22%
Sial80-Cu-3 72 42.73% 57.27% 41.27%
Sial80-Cu-4 96 38.86% 61.14% 45.25%
Sial80-Cu-5 120 36.10% 63.90% 47.85%
Sial80-Ni TOS (min) All pyrans All linear 1,6 precursors
Sial80-Ni-1 24 75.00% 25.00% 25.00%
Sial80-Ni-2 48 78.73% 21.27% 21.27%
Sial80-Ni-3 72 72.69% 27.31% 27.31%
Sial80-Ni-4 96 75.22% 24.78% 24.78%
Sial80-Ni-5 120 75.12% 24.88% 24.88%
Sial80-Ru TOS (min) All pyrans All linear 1,6 precursors
Sial80-Ru-1 24 58.93% 41.07% 13.02%
Sial80-Ru-2 48 55.54% 44.46% 10.86%
Sial80-Ru-3 72 53.18% 46.82% 16.12%
Sial80-Ru-4 96 56.51% 43.49% 11.63%
Sial80-Ru-5 120 52.58% 47.42% 14.98%
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Minor product categories
SiAl80 Unsaturated
(no metal) TOS (min) Hexanols/als multi. Dehy Caprolactone 1,6-diol Condensation
Sial80-1 24 33.91% 55.42% 0.00% 0.00% 5.08%
Sial80-2 48 3.86% 16.41% 0.00% 0.00% 20.55%
Sial80-3 72 0.00% 10.14% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Sial80-4 96 0.00% 7.63% 0.00% 0.00% 3.62%
Sial80-5 120 0.00% 8.06% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Unsaturated
Sial80-Cu TOS (min) Hexanols/als multi. Dehy Caprolactone 1,6-diol Condensation
Sial80-Cu-1 24 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Sial80-Cu-2 48 7.65% 7.65% 2.42% 3.49% 0.00%
Sial80-Cu-3 72 13.61% 13.61% 2.40% 3.34% 0.00%
Sial80-Cu-4 96 13.38% 13.38% 2.51% 3.74% 1.86%
Sial80-Cu-5 120 13.50% 13.50% 2.55% 3.93% 1.38%
Sial80-Pt TOS (min) All pyrans All linear 1,6 precursors
24
Sial80-Pt-2 48 56.96% 43.04% 29.34%
Sial80-Pt-3 72 51.92% 48.08% 16.65%
Sial80-Pt-4 96 50.09% 49.91% 16.06%
Sial80-Pt-5 120 53.98% 46.02% 16.49%
Sial80-Pd TOS (min) All pyrans All linear 1,6 precursors
Sial80-Pd-1 24 65.81% 34.19% 22.32%
Sial80-Pd-2 48 67.43% 32.57% 21.63%
Sial80-Pd-3 72 61.54% 38.46% 25.30%
Sial80-Pd-4 96 58.77% 41.23% 26.85%
Sial80-Pd-5 120 60.14% 39.86% 25.61%
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Unsaturated
Sial80-Ni TOS (min) Hexanols/als multi. Dehy Caprolactone 1,6-diol Condensation
Sial80-Ni-1 24 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.81% 2.94%
Sial80-Ni-2 48 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.77%
Sial80-Ni-3 72 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.71%
Sial80-Ni-4 96 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67%
Sial80-Ni-5 120 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.10%
Unsaturated
Sial80-Ru TOS (min) Hexanols/als multi. Dehy Caprolactone 1,6-diol Condensation
Sial80-Ru-1 24 0.00% 0.00% 28.06% 0.00% 0.00%
Sial80-Ru-2 48 0.00% 0.00% 33.60% 0.00% 0.00%
Sial80-Ru-3 72 0.00% 0.00% 30.70% 1.84% 3.24%
Sial80-Ru-4 96 0.00% 0.00% 31.86% 0.00% 3.07%
Sial80-Ru-5 120 0.00% 0.00% 32.44% 0.00% 4.23%
Unsaturated
Sial80-Pt TOS (min) Hexanols/als multi. Dehy Caprolactone 1,6-diol Condensation
24
Sial80-Pt-2 48 0.00% 0.00% 13.70% 0.00% 0.00%
Sial80-Pt-3 72 19.12% 19.12% 12.30% 0.00% 0.00%
Sial80-Pt-4 96 18.55% 18.55% 15.29% 0.00% 0.00%
Sial80-Pt-5 120 14.61% 14.61% 14.93% 0.00% 0.00%
Unsaturated
Sial80-Pd TOS (min) Hexanols/als multi. Dehy Caprolactone 1,6-diol Condensation
Sial80-Pd-1 24 0.00% 0.00% 11.86% 2.79% 1.87%
Sial80-Pd-2 48 2.00% 2.00% 8.93% 2.54% 1.52%
Sial80-Pd-3 72 2.92% 2.92% 10.24% 1.94% 0.00%
Sial80-Pd-4 96 2.74% 2.74% 11.64% 1.84% 1.40%
Sial80-Pd-5 120 2.29% 2.29% 11.95% 1.77% 1.65%
